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PREFACE

The work in this thesis has been motivated by a personal interest in what was really

going on in organizations – not how it was supposed to be – fueling the interest in social

network analysis in organizations.

What I discovered during the first months of my research was that the methods and

theories of social network analysis (SNA) were not defined and refined enough to be

used simply as any other toolbox. Instead of working around these methodological

issues, I chose to tackle them head on instead, focusing on some of the areas in SNA

which lacked further research. This entails that the thesis has less of an appeal for

practitioners as originally intended, aiming almost exclusively at fellow academics.

The multi-disciplinary nature of SNA can be considered as both its strength and

weakness. Strength, because the cross-fertilization and development in separate fields

have made many of the advances in SNA possible. Weakness, because of the problems

with common definitions and conceptual clarifications.

These strengths and weaknesses have influenced the structure this thesis, and have led

to its somewhat eclectic constellation: The main part of the thesis consists of five

separate papers, each dealing with a theoretical or methodological issue of SNA. While

each paper stands as a separate contribution, the thesis is more than the sum of its parts.

The weakness of this thesis lies in necessary delimitations from the multitude of fields

on which SNA has been built. I’m neither a psychologist, a sociologist nor a

mathematician, but in the study of organizations I have borrowed intensely from those

fields through the common grounds of SNA. It is the main purpose of this thesis to give

something back.
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DANSK RESUMÉ

Denne afhandling tager sit udgangspunkt i analysen af interpersonelle, intra-

organisatoriske relationer. Motivet for opgaven har været at opnå en bedre forståelse

for, hvordan individer rent faktisk kommunikerer og interagerer med hinanden: Hvem

søger man informationer fra? Hvad betyder det for en organisation, at der eksisterer

stærke personlige bånd mellem visse individer? Hvad betyder det for den enkelte at

være med i stærke, lukkede netværk? Hvad betyder det at være uden for?

Afhandlingens udformning med en samlet oversigt efterfulgt af fem separate bidrag har

gjort det muligt at undersøge hvert emne i dybden, men kan medføre at afhandlingen

fremstår fragmenteret. Den røde tråd igennem afhandlingen er en kritisk og

reflekterende gennemgang af forskellige aspekter af social netværksanalyse i

organisationer.

Social netværksanalyse (SNA) er en videnskabelig disciplin, der for alvor har udviklet

sig de sidste tyve år, selvom det har rødder i bl.a. sociologisk, antropologisk og

matematisk forskning fra starten af sidste århundrede. Den tvær-disciplinære baggrund

har medført, at SNA har haft rollen som akademisk horeunge, der har været tvunget til

at tilkæmpe sig en plads blandt andre videnskabelige retninger.

Styrken og svagheden ved SNA er to sider af samme sag: Da mange forskellige

videnskabelige miljøer bruger elementer af SNA kan det være svært at danne sig et

overblik over udviklingen, men samtidig tvinger det forskere til at være stringente i

deres terminologi og metodemæssige overvejelser. Det har betydet en vis konsolidering

af SNA som metode og teoretisk felt. Specielt koblingen til social kapital har vist et

stort potentiale i organisatoriske kontekster, mens mange spørgsmål endnu fremstår

uafklarede.

Denne udfordring er taget op i afhandlingen, hvor en række emner, der har stor

betydning for studiet af menneskelige relationer i organisationer, bliver undersøgt med

varsom og kritisk brug af nogle af de redskaber og værktøjer, der er stillet til rådighed af

SNA. Samtidig har det været et mål med afhandlingen at give noget tilbage til feltet ved

at sætte en række teoretiske og metodologiske aspekter under kritisk lys.



Det første bidrag er formet som en gennemgang af de mest afgørende metodemæssige

overvejelser enhver forsker må gøre sig i forbindelse med studier, der gør brug af SNA.

Det har ikke været hensigten at udforme en struktureret check-liste eller præskriptiv

anvisning, men at mane til konsistens og eksplicitering af de forudsætninger der ligger

til grund for SNA-studier.

Dernæst sættes der fokus på betydningen af de motiver og forudsætninger individer har

for at igangsætte og bruge deres sociale relationer i organisationer. Ved hjælp af data fra

Det Danske Ledelsesbarometer kan det vises, at der er forskel på hvordan mandlige og

kvindelige ledere bruger deres sociale netværk.

I de to efterfølgende bidrag sættes de komplicerede interaktioner mellem formelle

strukturer og sociale netværk under lup i undersøgelsen af effekten af hierarkisk afstand

på personlig kommunikation og stærke relationers betydning for videnoverførsel. Begge

papers har det sekundære formål at bidrage med kritiske metodeovervejelser som fx.

betydningen af ikke-reciprokkerede bånd, udforskning af ikke-symmetriske relationer,

målbarheden af relationers styrke og respondentvaliditet og –reliabilitet. Alle emner, der

er præsenteret og diskuteret i det første paper.

Det sidste bidrag foretager koblingen fra den strukturelle del af SNA til social kapital,

og bidrager til at uddybe begrebet social kapital til mere end blot en metafor for ‘gevinst

ved netværk’. Begrebet har været et af de mest populære akademiske eksportartikler i

nyere tid, og derfor sætter dette paper fokus på de teoretiske mangler ved begrebet

social kapital der skal udbedres, før social kapital for alvor kan blive andet og mere end

fanget mellem struktur og metafor.

Tilsammen tegner de enkelte bidrag et billede af SNA som et stærkt, gennemprøvet og

effektivt redskab i studiet af organisationer, men også et akademisk felt under konstant

bevægelse hvor nogle teoretiske og metodemæssige problemer afklares mens andre

opstår som del af den naturlige udvikling. SNA har stadig et stort uindfriet potentiale,

og det er denne afhandlings fornemmeste mål at være med til at indfri en del af det

potentiale.
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SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS IN

ORGANIZATIONS – AN INTRODUCTION

“Thirty spokes meet at a nave;
Because of the hole we may use the wheel.

Clay is molded into a vessel;
Because of the hollow we may use the cup.

Walls are built around a hearth;
Because of the doors we may use the house.

Thus tools come from what exists,
but use from what does not.”

(Merel, 1995)

1 INTRODUCTION

Ever since the Hawthorne Studies (Mayo, 1971) and the development of the Human

Relation school of thought, there has been a growing tendency towards adopting a less

mechanistic view of organizations and a relaxation of the assumption of purely

economic-rational behavior by members of organizations – i.e. behavior that is

mandated solely by management and strictly in tune with the goals of the organization.

Furthermore, there has been a shift in the traditional view of the role of the manager and

his or her workday (Mintzberg, 1973). By not blindly relying on the normative division

of work into planning, organizing, coordinating and controlling, the workday of a

manager was found to be to be much less structured and based on intuition rather than

on formal decision making processes (ibid.).

Individuals in organizations do not stop being social beings while working in

organizations, and one of the key issues of this thesis is that decisions are to an

increasing extent made outside of the formal structure and hierarchy. Concurrently, the

formal, hierarchical structures in the organizations do not seem to become more flat or

less rigid. This apparent paradox led to the initial proposition that there is a very

important knowledge and source of understanding embedded in the social networks and

structures in formal organizations (Leavitt, 2003). What becomes apparent regardless of

the method of analysis or the underlying premises is that organizations cannot be
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adequately described or understood by relying solely on the formal organizational chart

– let alone be managed responsibly on that basis.

A vast number of studies have shown the importance of social networks in

organizations in related areas such as power (Krackhardt, 1990; Brass & Burkhardt,

1992; Ibarra, 1993a), individual performance (Granovetter, 1973; Burt, 1992; Brass &

Labianca, 1999), organizational performance (Gabbay & Zuckerman, 1998; Hansen,

1999; Greve & Salaff, 2001), cooperation (Lazega & van Duijn, 1997; Lindenberg,

2000), and job satisfaction (Brass, 1981; Kilduff & Krackhardt, 1994).

While it is clear that social network analysis can be important in understanding the way

in which individuals interact in organizations, there are still areas which need to be

researched further in order for this field to mature. This thesis takes its point of

departure in this challenge.

Research objectives:

The objectives of this thesis are to (i) frame the field of organizational social network

analysis, (ii) demonstrate the importance of understanding, using and developing social

network analysis in organizational contexts, (iii) identify a number of important

problems in organizational SNA and proposing solutions, and (iv) indicate avenues for

further research.

This introduction presents the main ideas in social network analysis in order to frame

and contextualize the research questions. In the main part of the thesis, five separate

papers each deal with a particular aspect of social network analysis. Finally, the main

findings of those papers are summarized and discussed in this paper.

Conceptual clarifications and delimitations

In this thesis, the following definition of social networks will serve as the point of

departure: “The term ”Informal organizations” refers to interpersonal relations in the

organization that affect decisions within it but either are omitted from the formal

scheme or are not consistent with that scheme” (Simon, 1976:148). The terms informal

networks (Krackhardt & Stern, 1988; Moore, 1992), informal organization (Farris,

1979; Krackhardt, 1994), emergent networks (Monge & Eisenberg, 1987), and social

networks (Freeman, 1978/79; Krackhardt, 1996) are used somewhat interchangeably in
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the literature. However, in line with the general consensus in the field, the term ‘social

network’ will be used in this thesis.

While research into networks between organizations (Laumann et al., 1978; Madhaven

et al., 1998; Taylor & Doerfel, 2003) and networks between individuals in different

organizations (Geletkanycz & Hambrick, 1997; Ritter, 2000) are both interesting,

related and relevant areas of research, these relationships lie outside the scope of this

thesis, and will not be addressed in any detail.

The empirical research in this thesis and its implications are based on a Scandinavian

context. Since the most of the present development in the field of SNA stems from

Anglo-American research and this thesis takes its point of departure in Danish

organizations, some cultural aspects need to be taken into account. Specifically,

Hofstede (1997) draws attention to two significant differences between American and

Scandinavian cultures, namely the significantly lower power distance and the much

more feminine aspects of Danish organizational culture compared with American

culture. The possible cultural implications are discussed in each paper where relevant.

It has been argued that the informal organization is not only dependent on the formal

structure but also on the organizational culture. While this statement is hardly

surprising, the implicit assumption is that the organizational culture and the informal

organization are, however, not identical (Stevenson & Bartunek, 1996). Groat (1997)

offers the following explanation on this distinction: “An organisation’s culture develops

over time, is slow to change, and is reinforced by the practice of people recruiting others

whom they ‘like’. The informal organization, by contrast, is quick to grow and

transmute according to changing circumstances and the interaction of individuals within

the organisation.” (ibid.:40).

Thus, social networks play the role of main carriers of information that maintain, adjust

and transmit the organizational culture. At the same time, the informal organization is

very much a product of the culture. In this mutually dependent relationship, it is no easy

task to differentiate the two. If the formal organization is the circles and lines in the

organization chart, the social networks are the lines that are not drawn and the

organizational culture is the paper on which the chart is drawn (Waldstrøm, 2001b).
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While the importance of organizational culture is acknowledged, it will not be explicitly

dealt with in any parts of this thesis.

Framing the social network analysis paradigm

Because of the multitude of academic fields developing, adopting and reinterpreting

social network analysis, some uncertainty remains with regard to its ontological and

epistemological foundations (Wellman, 1983). While social network analysis shares a

common field with classic social and behavioral science, the main difference is SNA’s

fundamentally different unit of analysis, as it focuses on dyadic relations, which are

often studied in the context of triads, groups, cliques and whole networks1. A

relationship can conceptually be defined as “the mode or process in which members of a

social system are connected or associated interdependently among or between each

other; i.e. a partial unification of members which, when considered irrespective of such

a relation, would be incapable of being conceived together.” (Wigand, 1988:322)

As the field has evolved, some common ground has developed, placing SNA

somewhere between metaphor, method, and theory (Wellman, 1988; Wasserman &

Faust, 1994). This is in large part due to the advent of the International Network of

Social Network Analysis (Wellman, 2000; INSNA, 2003) and its informal journal,

Connections, the refereed journals Social Networks and the electronic Journal of Social

Structure (Krackhardt & Borgatti, 2003), the Sunbelt International Sunbelt Social

Network Conferences, the SOCNET mailing list, and several textbooks, e.g.

(Wasserman & Faust, 1994; Degenne & Forsé, 1999; Scott, J., 2000). Whether SNA is

already or will develop into a unified theory is still not evident from the developments

in the field (Nohria, 1992; Wasserman & Faust, 1994; Scott, J., 2000; Borgatti & Foster,

Forthcoming). Coupling SNA and the theories of social capital, however, yields

promises of development of a consistent and robust framework for exploring relations

between individuals and structures of social networks (Brass & Labianca, 1999; Burt,

2000c; Adler & Kwon, 2002).

                                                  

1 Some have argued that triads are the central aspects of SNA, since all network
structures can be reduced to number of triadic relations, e.g. testing whether ‘the enemy
of my enemy is my friend” (Holland & Leinhardt, 1970; Wasserman & Faust, 1994).
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2 SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS2

In this section, the theoretical and methodological antecedents for SNA are presented,

followed by an overview of the basic terms and concepts in the field.

2.1 BACKGROUND AND HISTORY

“Social network analysis is inherently an interdisciplinary endeavor”

(Wasserman & Faust, 1994:10)

The most obvious theoretical parent field for SNA is sociology, e.g. (Simmel & Hughes,

1949; Emirbayer & Goodwin, 1994), while methodologically, SNA has been heavily

influenced by mathematics and statistics (Fienberg et al., 1985; Wasserman & Faust,

1994)3. The antecedents of SNA can be traced to a number of diverse fields, such as

psychology (Moreno, 1937; Rapoport, 1950), anthropology (Levi-Strauss, 1943;

Barnes, 1954; Radcliffe-Brown, 1959; Mitchell, 1974; Wolfe, 1978), and has been used

in such diverse fields as linguistics (Levi-Strauss, 1951; Milroy, 1980; Wiklund, 2002),

primate research (Haslam, N., 1997), history (Bearman et al., 2003), marketing

(Reingen et al., 1984), industrial economics (Madhaven et al., 1998; Walker et al.,

2000), entrepreneurship (Burt, 2000b; Gattiker & Ulhøi, 2000), and health care

(Hendryx et al., 2002; Pearce & Smith, 2003).

With the structural properties proposed by the mathematical subfield of graph theory

and sociometry, (Moreno, 1941; Berge, 1964), the study of interaction and structure in

social research moved towards a more consistent theoretical framework and

methodological toolbox (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Several thorough literature

reviews of SNA exist, each presenting a somewhat different perspective depending on

                                                  

2 An earlier version of this section has previously been published as a working paper
(Waldstrøm, 2001b).
3 This dual background is still present in two of the leading software packages for SNA.
UCINET (Borgatti et al., 2002b) is based on the sociometric notation (sociomatrices)
and Pajek (Bategelj & Mrvar, 1996-2002) uses the graph theoretical (mathematical
notation).
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the target audience (Tichy et al., 1980; Wellman, 1988; Wigand, 1988; Wasserman &

Faust, 1994; Monge & Contractor, 2001).

In the following, three major contributors to the field of SNA, namely Jacob Levi

Moreno, Elton Mayo, and Stanley Milgram, are presented in order to set the tone for the

rest of the thesis.

Moreno’s Sociometry

“The discovery that human society has an actual, dynamic, central structure underlying

and determining all its peripheral and formal groupings may one day be considered as

the cornerstone of all social science” (Moreno, 1941, p. 15)

Jacob Levi Moreno, with a practical psychiatric background, was the first to explicitly

link psychological mechanisms of a person to the properties of that person’s social

network, and advancing the notion of sociometry – literally the plotting of social

relations – a field that had been progressing since the First World War (Moreno, 1941).

According to Moreno, the brutality and meaninglessness of the war prompted social

scientists to reconsider their views of society and the place of the individual within it.

By drawing actors as points and relations between them as lines, Moreno took the

existing metaphors of webs, social fabric and connections and using his psychological

and psychiatric background translated them into a practical and useful, albeit initially

crude, analytical tool. The field of sociometry was formalized with the founding of the

journal ‘Sociometry’ in 1937, in which Moreno presents the following definition:

“Sociometric procedures try to lay bare the fundamental structures within a society by

disclosing the affinities, attractions and repulsions, operation between persons and

persons and between persons and objects” (Moreno, 1937:208).

In the etymology behind sociometry are the two Latin terms ‘socius’, companion, and

the term ‘metrum’, measure. Even though Moreno is often credited with bringing

analytical methods into sociology, one of his key objections was that there was too

much focus on ‘metrum’ and not enough focus on ‘socius’ (Moreno, 1941). In other

words, he saw the sociometric methods as means to the end of better understanding

social relations and their underlying psychological mechanisms. Therefore, as the
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product of sociometric analysis, the sociogram, was “more than merely a method of

presentation. It is first of all a method of exploration.” (Moreno, 1937:212).

In his work, Moreno was very aware of some of the problems associated with data

collection and the analyses of sociograms, and he was very keen on involving the

respondents in the data collection phase in order to gain the most valuable information

from them. This is linked to his idea that sociometric analyses were aimed at changing

the very same structures that were investigated.

Therefore his importance in the field of social networks goes beyond the

institutionalization of sociometry, since he also advocated an almost positivistic

approach to the study of social structure, in that he felt that the existing preconceptions

of those structures were often inadequate at best.

Another interesting concept was the term Social Atom, defined as a “pattern of

attractions and repulsions, as projected from both sides, can be discerned on the

threshold between individual and group.” (Moreno, 1941:24). While the idea of the

Social Atom has been subject to a lot of criticism, it still plays a major role in the field

of psychodrama and sociodrama, which he was also a leading proponent of (Borgatta et

al., 1975).

Mayo’s Hawthorne Studies

“…the workers have – whether aware of it or not – formed themselves into a group with

appropriate customs, duties, routines, even rituals” (Mayo, 1971:289)

Echoing Moreno’s sense of social ills and the lack of understanding of the social

mechanisms in society, Mayo stated that the industrial world at the beginning of the

twentieth century was more technologically advanced than ever before while being

more socially incompetent than ever (Bendix & Fisher, 1949). In his studies of factory

work and interactions between workers, Mayo pioneered the use of sociograms to depict

interpersonal relations and group structure and was thus among the first to

systematically depict the importance of spontaneous cooperation being organized by

workers.

Moreover, Mayo noticed that managers who had some level of understanding of the

social processes such as group solidarity among workers had a greater ability to control
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and influence worker behavior (Scott, J., 2000:17). Finally, Mayo explicitly linked

socio-emotional issues with productivity through cooperation and job satisfaction

(Mayo, 1971; Aktouf, 1994). This created the point of departure for not only the Human

Relations school but also of the study of the informal structures and the focus on

relations as the unit of analysis (Mayo, 1939), which is the most central issue of SNA.

Milgram’s Small World Experiments

In 1967, Stanley Milgram, until then best known for his classic psychological

experiments on obedience, published the results of an experiment to test the degree of

connectedness in the American society (Milgram, 1967). Previous attempts to determine

the extent of the so-called small world through theoretical models had failed mostly due

to the lack of understanding of the structural properties of social networks (Degenne &

Forsé, 1999).

In his experiments, Milgram selected a target person and a larger number of starting

persons. All starting persons were informed of the identity of the target person, and

asked to contact someone who might know that person, or know someone who might.

They were strictly informed not to contact the target person directly, unless they knew

that person on a personal basis.

The original Milgram experiment was plagued by some serious methodological

problems, most seriously with many incomplete chains (links between start and end

person), and the possible problem of non-symmetry of the chains, but the findings are

widely cited nonetheless. The primary finding of that experiment was that the median

number of intermediaries between starting and the target person was 5 (mean of 5.2)

varying from two to ten (Travers & Milgram, 1969).

This was not, however, the most significant finding, even though the primary point of

the 5 intermediaries has evolved into the academic equivalent of an urban myth under

the popular heading of 6 degrees of separation, spawning websites, games and

influencing popular culture.

What was really significant was the empirically gained insight into the structural aspects

of social networks which laid the groundwork for most of the latter work. Milgram

(1967) points to the following: (i) In those chains, participants were three times more

likely to contact people of the same gender. (ii) Many chains passed through the same
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few people – stars – as the last step before reaching the target person. (iii) Although

physical distance is important in the chains of intermediaries, social distance seems

even more important.

These observations have later given rise to the labeling and studying of such phenomena

as homophily, transitivity, structural equivalence, etc.

2.2 METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS4

The need to define the relations between important social actors can be traced as far

back as to the descent lists in the Bible and other religious or historical works. The

theoretical complex of social network analysis is traditionally built on two elements

(Freeman, 1997):

(1) it is guided by formal theory organized in mathematical terms, and

(2) it is grounded in the systematic analysis of empirical data.

The primary division in SNA is in the initial focus, distinguishing between the

egocentric and the sociocentric perspectives (Borgatti et al., 1998; Sandefur &

Laumann, 2000):

The egocentric perspective uses the individual actor as a point of departure, extending

the network analysis through the relationships of the actor and possibly the relationships

of those relations and so forth. In his seminal article about ‘The strength of weak ties’,

Granovetter (1973) proposed the idea of how individuals tend to develop homogeneous

networks, so that the marginal benefit of each additional contact is decreasing and thus

the network develops a high degree of redundancy. Thus, a weak tie (as opposed to a

strong tie within the closely knit homogenous network) might prove more useful for a

number of tasks. This is an example of the egocentric approach since the individual

actor is the focus of analysis within the network.

Inversely, the sociocentric perspective analyses the network structure as a whole, and

thus the social network structures of the individuals are parts of the whole network.

                                                  

4 For a more exhaustive review of the methodological aspects of SNA see ”
Methodological issues in organizational social network analysis” later in this thesis.
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Closely related to the concept of weak ties is the term structural holes described by Burt

(1992) which uses the sociocentric approach to show how individuals acting as liaisons

can have a strong impact on the network as a whole and how they can benefit from

those structural holes to develop strong social capital.

A widely accepted definition of social networks is “a set of nodes (e.g. persons,

organizations) linked by a set of social relationships (e.g. friendship, transfer of funds,

overlapping membership) of a specified type” (Laumann et al., 1978:458). Thus,

building on this definition, networks can be described by the following two major

compounds: The actors (sometimes called nodes, egos, units), and the relations between

them (sometimes called ties, links and arcs), the properties of these relations, and the

overall structural properties of the network (Tichy & Tushman, 1979; Krackhardt &

Hanson, 1993; Monge & Contractor, 2001).

2.3 CLASSIFICATION OF ACTORS

Actors can be defined as social entities and as such they can be individuals, dyads (two

individuals), larger subgroups or even organizations. Since organizations are the frame

for this thesis, actors will be equivalent with individuals.

Although several attempts of categorizing the actors of social networks have been made,

the most logical is the following proposed by Allen (1976). The naming and

descriptions are mostly independent of the kind of relations between the actors:

Actors with the greatest number of interactions are called stars, a term coined by

Travers & Milgram (1969). A bridge is the actor who has relations outside a group,

whereas the liaison links several individuals and subgroups together. Isolates have

either no or very few contacts.

An alternative characterization has been proposed by Stephenson (1998): By focusing

more on the flow of information in the network she has identified three types of roles in

networks:

The most connected people in the communication network are called hubs, similar to

stars. Gatekeepers act as transitions between the hubs of the organization thereby

transporting (or impeding) the flow of information, whereas pulse takers do not relay
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information quite like gatekeepers, but rather interpret it, thereby influencing how

others perceive the information.

The most important properties at the actor level almost exclusively revolve around some

measure of centrality in the network. For an overview of these measures, see (Freeman,

1978/79; Bonacich, 1987; Brass & Burkhardt, 1992; White, D. R. & Borgatti, 1994).

2.4 RELATIONS BETWEEN ACTORS

As previously mentioned, the dyadic relations are the primary unit of analysis in SNA.

The types of links between actors in a social network can be described and analyzed in a

variety of ways. In the following section a synthesis and categorization of the different

approaches will be presented: (i) The transactional content, (ii) the nature of the links,

and (iii) the structural characteristics5.

The transactional content

The relations between two actors can have very different contents and implications. By

having different focal points, it is possible to identify several alternative but overlapping

approaches to define the content typologies. Again it is paramount to specify that the

same two actors in a social network can have several different transactional contents at

different times and simultaneously.

Monge & Eisenberg (1987) propose a grouping of the contents in social networks into

the following typology: Expression of affect, influence attempt, exchange of

information, and exchange of goods and services.

A taxonomy directly linking to the division between formal and social networks

together with the corporate culture is proposed by Tichy & Tushman (1979); technical

content which encompasses work related issues; political content relating to individual

and group goals, and cultural content, that reaches into the implicit, tacit and deeper

meanings and shared values in the organization.

                                                  

5 Somewhat different characterization of network properties have been proposed, e.g.
(Mitchell, 1974; Laumann et al., 1978).
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Another division has been proposed by Krackhardt & Hanson (1993). They argue that

the most useful division in order to perform successful analyses on the social network is

to consider; the advice network that can be used to determine who has the technical or

professional power in an organization, the trust relations which reveal ties of friendship

and affection, whereas the communication network is a strong indicator of the overall

information flow in the organization.

Finally, Ibarra (1992b) has introduced the divisions of instrumental relations used in

daily interactions based on short term goals, authority relations based on power and

influence and finally intimate relations.

Those divisions are overlapping and – not surprisingly – rather alike. Table 1 presents a

classification of most of the above terms into a unifying division.

Table 1. The four main contents of social networks

Affect

Friendship, trust and intimate
relations

Political

Influence, power, authority

Production

Advice, exchange of
technical/instrumental

knowledge and innovation

Cultural

Transfer of values and general
flow of information

This framework allows for classifying almost all types of transactional content into one

of the four categories, while some of the above-mentioned taxonomies are most useful

for certain types of analysis depending on the organization in question.

While three of the categories, affect, production, and political are clearly distinguishable

and to a certain extent mutually exclusive, the cultural transactions are different in that

they will more often than not be implicit and be transferred through other vehicles,

namely one of the other transactions.

Properties of the links

To further conceptualize the social networks, it is necessary to describe the properties of

the links. While different terms and divisions are used throughout the literature (Tichy

& Tushman, 1979; Scott, J., 2000; Monge & Contractor, 2001), the following properties
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are the most widely used and commonly agreed upon: strength, confirmation,

symmetry, and multiplexity.

The strength or intensity of a link is the most intuitive measure, determined by the

amount of information, affect, or other content transferred between two actors. The

strength is either given by the frequency and/or duration of the contact and the stability

over time (Granovetter, 1983; Marsden & Campbell, 1984; Krackhardt, 1992) or by the

degree to which individuals honor obligations or forego personal costs to carry out

obligations (Tichy & Tushman, 1979).

The measure of confirmation is not determined by the definition of the link but by the

degree to which individuals report the same relation with each other for a content area

(Tichy & Tushman, 1979). If, e.g. both supervisor and subordinate report that, the

supervisor “gives instructions to” the subordinate once or twice a week, the relation is

confirmed but not symmetrical. The measure of symmetry, however, is a more

theoretical property. A network such as a friendship network is inherently symmetric,

whereas a network of who asks whom for advice is not.

The term multiplexity refers to the extent to which each individual has different roles

and different networks within the organization. Those different networks are closely

related to the contents described in the previous section, and it is important to keep in

mind, that the same two individuals can easily have more than one relation to each

other. When dealing with social networks, this is often a source of major complexity

(Minor, 1983; Burt & Schøtt, 1985).

Structural characteristics

To characterize a social network, a number of structural properties are useful to

consider. However, the level of analysis throughout this thesis is mainly at the dyadic

level, and therefore these structural characteristics will only be presented briefly, based

primarily on literature reviews (Tichy & Tushman, 1979; Wasserman & Faust, 1994;

Scott, J., 2000; Monge & Contractor, 2001).
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The size of the network is important6, just as is the density (or connectedness), which is

the number of links in a network as a ratio of the total possible links. The degree of

clustering indicated whether dense regions of interconnected individuals appear in parts

of the network. The term stability denoted the changes (or lack of same) in the networks

over time, and reachability is a measure of the number of links between any two actors7.

Finally there is a lot of work on the importance of subgroups, cliques and communities

within networks (Wasserman & Faust, 1994:249-342; Frank, K. A., 1995; Caporeal &

Baron, 1997; Labianca et al., 1998; Rulke & Galaskiewicz, 2000).

2.5 SOCIAL CAPITAL

The theory of social capital is newer than SNA, having been systematically used and

developed only for the last two decades. The term ‘social capital’ had been used before

then in several contexts (Borgatti, 1998), but only with the spread of SNA in different

fields did social capital take off.

While the term has been coined and developed primarily in the field of sociology, this

definition has recently been imported into the field of organizational theory (Nahapiet &

Ghoshal, 1998; Adler & Kwon, 2000; Burt, 2000a; Lesser, 2000b; Bolino et al., 2002).

Two main characteristics are common for all forms of social capital: (i) they comprise a

part of the social structure and (ii) they facilitate the actions of individuals in that

structure (Coleman, 1988) and can thus be defined as: “The actual and potential

resources embedded within, available through and derived from the network of

relationships possessed by an individual or social unit.” (Nahapiet & Ghoshal,

1998:243).

Social capital is different from other types of capital in that it is not strictly the property

of any individual or entity, since it exists because of relations between individuals. So at

the organizational level, social capital is very much a collective good. The theory of

                                                  

6 In sociocentric SNA the size of the network is typically given a priori. However,
several SNA measures are affected by network size (Wasserman & Faust, 1994).
7 Krackhardt & Hanson (1993) list a number of possible structural problems with a
social network.
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social capital and its interrelation with SNA is explored in the paper Social Capital in

Organizations – Beyond Structure and Metaphor, in this thesis.

3 SOCIAL NETWORKS IN AN ORGANIZATIONAL

CONTEXT

By mainly focusing on communication as the vehicle of social structures, sociologists

have described organizations as structures of social interactions in a specific

organizational context or culture (White, H. C., 1970). Psychologists relaxed and

redefined the assumption of rational behavior in order to understand and describe the

needs of the individuals in organizations (Haslam, S. A., 2001). This has led to a variety

of ways to describe organizational structures, e.g. through the use of metaphors

(Morgan, G., 1997). Anthropologists and ethnographers direct their focus towards a

description of organizational culture and the evolution of human relationship over time

(Radcliffe-Brown, 1959; Hodson, 1998). Even linguists have given their contribution to

the theory on the structure and implications of social networks in organizations

(Dorriots & Johansson, 1999). For an overview of the different approaches to

organizational theory, see for example (Morgan, G., 1997).

At one end of the continuum, organizations can be seen as systems of communications

(Monge & Contractor, 2001) and the theory of social capital attempts to explain the

communication patterns within an organization in relation to the social interactions, thus

highlighting the significance of relationships as a resource for social action. “Firms […]

provide many opportunities for sustained interaction, conversations, and sociability both

by design and by accident. Formal organizations are explicitly designed to bring

members together in order to undertake their primary task, to supervise activities and to

coordinate their activities, particularly in contexts requiring mutual adjustment”

(Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998:258).

Organizations provide a special context for SNA, since (i) organizations provide a

natural boundary for the network (Laumann et al., 1983), and (ii) organizations exist for

a purpose, thus creating the need for interpersonal relations providing a possible

interrelation between formal and informal structures (Nohria & Eccles, 1992).
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Identifying and defining the social networks in any organization is far from a

straightforward task. This has to do with the emergent and implicit nature of social

networks. Krackhardt & Hanson (1993) liken social networks in organizations with a

living organism’s nervous system, whereas the bones represent the formal organization,

and the formal and informal structures have been presented as de jure and de facto

respectively (Han, P. E., 1983).

Generally speaking, the formal structures are primarily normative, since the individual’s

position in the formal organization seems to be determined by a given structure in the

organization, e.g. the organizational chart. The social network on the other hand has a

descriptive property, since those networks cannot be dictated or controlled directly,

merely observed and influenced at best. In that sense, the difference between formal and

social networks is like the difference between legal laws and the laws of science, where

the social structures can be seen as being conditions for the organizations (Jensen,

1995).

In the literature the dichotomy formal/informal structures in organizations has often

been described as official/unofficial, prescribed/emergent, etc. Since these terms can be

used interchangeably to a large extent, in the following the terms formal structures and

social networks will be used primarily, while the other terms will inevitably appear in

some of the quotes in this thesis.

3.1 SOCIAL NETWORKS IN FORMAL ORGANIZATIONS

“…no formal organization will operate effectively without an accompanying informal

organization” (Simon, 1976:148-149)

There seems to be widespread consensus in the field of SNA that the formal structures

and social networks coexist and influence each other (Monge & Eisenberg, 1987; Groat,

1997) or are even so intertwined as to being hardly distinguishable (Mintzberg, 1983a).

While that is a somewhat radical view, it is often stated that the social networks are

heavily influenced by the formal structure, and that the dynamics of the organization is

dependent on the social networks (Reif et al., 1973; Simon, 1976).

However, there is some disagreement as to which extent they interact and influence

each other, and it has been argued that the interactions of individuals in organizations
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are often too complex to be described in the dichotomy of formal/informal (Ibarra,

1992b). Studies have shown that a manager’s apparent lack of awareness of the strength

of social networks in work settings, significantly decreases performance and has a

strong adverse effect on the achievement of formal goals (Hollingsworth, 1974;

Krackhardt, 1990). Farris (1979) argues that decisions made in organizations are made

by individuals or networks of individual with goals of their own.

What needs to be fully recognized in the study of formal structures and social networks

is the fact that they are not mutually exclusive, since there will inevitably be some

degree of informal relation between any two or more actors in a formal network.

Individuals as social beings cannot disregard basic psychological reactions when

interacting with others. Even the strictest formal relation, e.g. superior/subordinate, can

be void of elements of affect.

However, it seems as if the distinction between informal relations and the formal

organization has been increasingly blurred. Some new organizations are very loosely

structured and social networks often form along the lines already established by the

formal organization (Nohria, 1992). Furthermore, shifts in management and leadership

styles towards less control and more cooperation might also play an important part in

this development (Monge & Contractor, 2001; DDL, 2002). While this shift is

important and, it is still the assumption that it is fully valid and fruitful to distinguish

between formal and social networks for the purpose of this research.

3.2 WHY DO SOCIAL NETWORKS EXIST?

“Informal groups also help members to compensate for feelings of

dissatisfaction with the formal leader, organization or official communication

system” (Han, P. E., 1983)

Why do people seek these relations in a formal workplace setting? Individuals do not

stop being social beings when placed in a formal workplace setting. When highlighting

some of those motives for the creation and maintenance of social networks, it is

important to distinguish between conscious and unconscious reasons.

Since – as suggested previously – social networks develop partially from the need of the

individuals, it should follow naturally, that those networks are most successful in
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satisfying the needs of the individual. Research by Rief & Monczka (1973), however,

has shown that this is not necessarily the case, and that it is dangerous to overestimate

the importance of the social networks.

A number of psychological factors motivating the creation of social networks have been

identified (Selznik, 1948; Han, P. E., 1983):

Affiliation needs: To satisfy the need for belonging to a group, individuals will tend to

join networks of friendship and support. As a result, part of one’s individuality is

sacrificed in order to conform to the group norms (Freeman & Webster, 1994; Faust,

1997).

Identity and self-esteem: Conversely belonging to a group or social network may further

develop, enhance and confirm an individual’s sense of identity as a result of the

personal interaction (Haslam, S. A., 2001).

Social reality: Since traditional formal organizations offer little room for emotions,

feelings or sharing of personal thought, social networks serve as an agent for structuring

and supporting a shared social reality. By relying on this social reality, individuals can

reduce uncertainty and stress (Pfeffer et al., 1976).

Defense mechanism: In the face of a perceived threat or general uncertainty, group

cohesion can act as a defense mechanism to reduce (perceived) uncertainty and

strengthen each individual’s ability to respond to that threat (Krackhardt & Stern, 1988).

Risk reduction: By diluting blame and aggregating praise, a group of individuals may

have a smaller perceived risk than they would otherwise have as individuals. Thus, the

unconscious efforts of individuals to control the conditions of their existence will lead

to the creation of informal groups (Likert, 1961; Farris, 1979).

Apart from such reasons, more practical and often conscious reasons for the creation

and development of social networks also exist:

Need to know: One of the primary characteristics of the informal structures in

organizations is their communication network, often referred to as the grapevine

(Crampton et al., 1998). Studies have shown grapevine communication to be both fast

and surprisingly accurate (Crampton et al., 1998), and in situations when information is

critically needed by an individual to perform the task at hand, the grapevine can prove
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an efficient vehicle for news and information, thus bypassing the formal channels of

communication (Mintzberg, 1975).

Greasing the rusty wheels: Based on the same principles as the ‘need to know’-factor,

individuals in organizations will tend to seek help from others and exchange favors to

get things done, even when it entails stepping outside of the formal boundaries of the

working units (Krackhardt, 1992; Cross et al., 2001c).

Political maneuvering: One of the more conscious reasons for using social networks,

individuals might want to use the informal channels of communication to influence

colleagues or superiors in order to gain an advantage in the organizational politics

(Pfeffer, 1981; Cobb, 1986; Ibarra & Andrews, 1993; Hislop et al., 2000).

4 THE SEPARATE PARTS OF THE THESIS

Each of the following papers deal with different aspects of social network analysis,

building on the theoretical and methodological framework presented in this

introduction. While each paper remains a separate contribution, they all derive from the

same fundamental quest for a greater understanding of the importance of social

networks in organizations and the development of SNA as a field.

4.1 METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN ORGANIZATIONAL SOCIAL

NETWORK ANALYSIS

This paper highlights the most important methodological issues in sociocentric social

network analysis in organizations, mainly data collection issues, informant accuracy and

causality. To a lesser extent, the paper frames the issues of how change and uncertainty

affects SNA and highlights some ethical aspects which need to be considered in any

SNA research. The paper does not, however, deal with the issues of data processing and

presentation in SNA.

Even though several data collection methods have been developed and used in previous

research, the most commonly used technique is organization-wide censuses using self-

reporting questionnaires, asking each respondent to report on relations to others within

the organization, either using a roster or by free-recall. Some researchers have used
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personal interviews, either for practical reasons or in order to validate responses in using

the comments by respondents as qualitative measures for further research.

Identifying and properly measuring the relationships in a network is the most

complicated part of SNA. Fundamentally, the researcher should separate the issues of

measuring the content and the property of the relationship:

Many SNA studies neglect to make the distinction between measuring actual social

relations or the relations as perceived by the actors in the networks (Marsden,

1990:437). Using self-reporting questionnaires, both actual and perceived relations are

influenced by respondents’ subjective interpretation, but the conceptual difference

between the levels of relations is more than merely academic. Therefore researchers

should be aware and explicit about the differences between asking for different types of

network contents, e.g. kinship (relations), friendships (sentiment), and personal

communication (interaction), and their possible overlaps.

Relational properties are another tricky issue, revolving mainly around the three

concepts of strength, multiplexity and dyadic consistency. Strength of relations has been

the focus of quite some research, particularly since the seminal paper by Granovetter

(1973), but the methodological problems regarding the measuring of relation strength

has not been sufficiently resolved. Most researchers, however, have used some degree

of multiplexity of relations to indicate closeness between actors. Dyadic inconsistencies

are one of the most important unresolved issues in SNA, since it is likely to affect all

self-reporting, sociocentric analyses. First, researchers need to be consistent in their

terminology surrounding the related but distinct concepts of symmetry, confirmation

and reciprocity. Secondly, a stringent approach to handling those inconsistencies need

to be used. Finally, researchers should be aware of the potential information embedded

in the structural properties of inconsistent dyadic relations.

This relates to the treatment of respondent accuracy, which SNA shares with other

social sciences using self-reporting data collection techniques. What is unique in

(sociocentric) SNA is the possibility to perform some degree of validation of dyadic

choices by comparing responses from both actors in a dyad. Research has shown that

respondents are not only inaccurate in their assessment of their social ties and the social
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structure surrounding them, but they are systematically biased in their perception.

Researchers need to be aware of these biases, and more research is needed on this topic.

One of the most fundamental, but conspicuously under-researched topics is the direction

of causality in SNA. While most research is implicitly stating the claimed direction of

causality, e.g. measuring the effect of network centrality on job satisfaction, very few

studies deal with the possibility of cross-influence or circular causality, with some

notable exceptions.

Finally, researchers need to be aware of other methodological issues such as how to deal

with organizations in times of change and uncertainty, non-response and missing data,

how to ask respondents about negative relations and the ethics of SNA.

While most of these methodological choices are contingent on the specific goal of a

particular SNA-study, the main point of this paper is that researchers should be explicit

about the choices made and the derived implications for the analysis. This is necessary

for SNA to develop over time to become a more consistent and structured academic

field.

4.2 SOCIAL NETWORKS IN ORGANIZATIONS – THE ROLE OF

GENDER

[Paper currently under review at the Academy of Management Journal, Special Issue on

Building Effective Networks, June 2003. Previous versions of the paper has appeared as

a working paper (Waldstrøm, 2001a) and presented at the SUNBELT XXII

International Sunbelt Social Network Conference, February 2002, New Orleans.]

In the fall of 1999 a large-scale postal-based structured questionnaire survey was

undertaken in Denmark in an attempt to map the main trends of management in

Denmark. This survey, The Danish Management Barometer (Lederne, 2003),

encompassed 1500 managers from the private and public sector encompassing various

levels of the organizations. One of the most interesting results of the study was that

almost three out of four managers indicated that decisions were made outside the formal

networks in their organization. While this might not be much of a surprise to

practitioners, it does not fit particularly well with classic management theory.

Moreover, the study reveals a tendency towards increasingly loose decision-making
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processes, while hierarchical structures thrive (Leavitt, 2003). As a consequence, this

paper is based on the increasing importance of social networks within the formal

organization.

The research developed in this paper investigates gender differences in managers’

preferences for managerial competencies relating to social networks. Female managers

attach greater importance to most of the managerial competencies needed to build,

develop and use social networks in their jobs. This can be seen both as a paradox and as

a consequence of the fact that female managers often feel excluded from the informal

structures in organizations (Townsend, 1996). However, as this paper shows, some

important factors might explain the apparent misfit between the importance attached by

female managers to those competencies and the benefits they reap from their social

networks.

Two separate factor analyses provide some insights into the different ways in which

male and female managers perceive, develop and use their social networks and the fact

that they do not seem to use them for the same purposes. Whereas male managers seem

to use the social network as a general interpersonal competence, female managers seem

to use it as part of a leadership role, or for giving and receiving support. For female

managers, therefore, the more aggressive use of the social network seems to be

associated with traditional leadership competencies like conveying attitudes and

expressing visions. This supports the third hypothesis that female managers tend to

develop two separate networks – one for friendship and support and another for advice

and to advance personal goals within the organization. While the results do not

specifically support the idea that the social networks of female managers are gender-

segregated (Ibarra, 1992a; 1997), it can be assumed that most of the ties with higher-

placed managers are likely to be to men – both for male and female managers.

4.3 SOCIAL NETWORKS IN ORGANIZATIONS – THE EFFECT OF

HIERARCHY ON PERSONAL COMMUNICATION

[Paper submitted for review at Journal of Computational and Mathematical

Organization Theory, Special Issue on Mathematical Representations and Models for

the Analysis of Social Networks Within and Between Organizations, March 2003. An
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earlier draft of this paper was presented at the 33rd Meeting of the Decision Sciences

Institute, San Diego 2002.]

In this paper, social network analysis is used to examine interactions of formal structure

and social networks, as well as to review important methodological aspects of social

network analysis in organizational studies. The network analysis is performed in a

traditional, industrial organization with a classic hierarchical structure currently in

transition, using QAP analysis. It is tested if hierarchical distance influences both

personal communication and whether or not the communication is reciprocated.

The network used for this research was the management team of the 30 highest ranking

employees in a Danish subdivision of a large, international company in the market for

automation technologies. The members of the team were geographically dispersed

throughout Denmark with managers in each of the 12 locations, including the head

office.

There is a very important interplay between the formal structure of an organization and

the social relations within, and the result presented in this paper proved how the

positional distance in the formal hierarchy influences the personal communication

network. It is important to acknowledge that while social ties are emergent and arise in a

seemingly spontaneous fashion, this does not mean that they are created and developed

independently of the formal structure.

As proven by the testing of the hypotheses, the distance between two individuals in an

organization is a barrier to personal and confidential communication. While this was to

be expected, given the indications in the literature, several factors in this case make the

results particularly interesting.

Since the members in the management team were located at several locations, the

geographical distances between managers at the same hierarchical level and the

proximity of managers at different hierarchical levels could be expected to give an

opposite network pattern. The physical proximity of two managers ought to be a factor

increasing the likelihood of personal communication between supervisor/subordinate,

but preliminary tests in this research did not provide evidence for this.

Finally, the direction of the non-reciprocated ties upwards in the hierarchy is both

systematic and significant. While several factors could be leading to this phenomenon,
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it is very likely that the prestige effect has an important influence. These prestige ties

are especially important given the findings from hypothesis 1, that hierarchical distance

is a significant hindrance to the development of personal ties.

While each of the findings of this paper is consistent with prior findings and the

suggestions presented in the literature review in section 2 of this paper, the primary

focus in this paper is the interaction between the personal communication and

hierarchical distance. This warrants the highlighting of several important implications.

4.4 STRENGTH OF TIES AND THE ORGANIZATIONAL ADVICE

NETWORK

[Paper currently under review by David Krackhardt, Professor at Carnegie Mellon

University, Pittsburgh.]

This paper explores the importance of interpersonal communication in advice seeking in

social networks. Building on the theories of the mediating role of strength of ties in

knowledge transfer, four hypotheses are proposed: (i) at the dyadic level, there is a high

level of agreement over the existence of a tie in the advice network, (ii) a high degree of

reciprocity exists in the advice network, (iii) asking for advice is more dependent on

strong, personal relations than working relations, and (iv) centrality in the advice

network is a curvilinear function of centrality in the personal network.

The organization chosen for this study is a service department of a Danish university

consisting of 40 employees, with a very flat hierarchical organization, a management

team of four, including the head of the department. All employees in the department are

included in the network.

The main point of this study is the importance of strength in dyadic relations in the

development of advice seeking from one individual to another. As indicated by previous

work in the field, determining the strength of a tie is not a straightforward matter

(Granovetter, 1983; Marsden & Campbell, 1984; Ashman et al., 1998; Levin et al.,

Forthcoming). The most important contribution by Krackhardt (1992) was to highlight

the strong affective element of strong ties and the inherent subjectivity in measuring tie

strength. The results of this study are in line with previous results in research on social

network and knowledge transfer, e.g. (Krackhardt, 1992; Hansen, 1999; Cross et al.,
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2002). In testing for the importance of strong ties, this study revealed the crucial role of

frequency of communication in dyadic relations for advice seeking, which proved even

more important than personal communication.

One surprising finding was that there was more reciprocity than confirmation in the

advice network. This indicates either a symmetric structure in the advice network, or

that individuals have a tendency to create a cognitive symmetry of their advice relations

by indicating that colleagues they ask for advice also ask them for advice and vice

versa. The low level of confirmation in the advice network is an indicator of the

importance of asking both questions (advice to and from) to uncover the advice seeking

behavior. While some work has been done to explain the non-confirmed relations in

inherently symmetric relations (Carley & Krackhardt, 1996; Krackhardt & Kilduff,

1999), there is a remarkable lack of work on confirmation in the field of directed

relations, like advice seeking.

Finally, at the aggregate network level, there is clear evidence that centrality in the

personal communication network is strongly related to the centrality in the advice

network – both asking for advice and being asked for advice. Up to a certain degree of

centrality, there is a positive correlation, which however proves to be a somewhat

curvilinear function in that the centrality in the advice network is highest at a certain

centrality of the personal networks, only to decline thereafter.

4.5 SOCIAL CAPITAL IN ORGANIZATIONS – BEYOND STRUCTURE

AND METAPHOR

[Paper currently under review by Joe Labianca, Assistant Professor at the Goizueta

Business School.]

Social Capital has been described as a metaphor for advantage deriving from social

networks. As the tern has been adopted and conceptualized in a broad array of academic

fields, a number of theoretical and conceptual problems arise. This paper identifies five

main issues that need to be addressed in future research before social capital can move

definitively beyond being merely a metaphor for advantage.

First, it is important not to disavow the causality surrounding social capital and to

acknowledge the mutual influence between elements like trust and social capital which
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are closely related but in no straight forward or univocal manner. The importance in this

clarification lies in the potential pitfalls in both the creation of measuring scales and the

implications drawn from empirical results. This would enable social capital to develop

into more than just a metaphor between social structure and derived benefits.

Secondly, if social capital is to be an entity in its own right, it should be determined how

to measure social capital. Some researchers have developed tentative proxy measures of

social capital building on some combination of relations, structure and network

properties. However, there does not seem to be a general agreement about whether

social capital could or indeed should be measured.

Thirdly, the usefulness of the term social capital is dependent on the exploration of the

negative sides of social networks. Using the term social ledger is a useful and

potentially fruitful avenue for further exploration. Bearing in mind that collecting

network data is often a difficult task, the research in negative social relations is likely to

be a daunting empirical task. If friendship relations in a workplace setting are still seen

as somewhat illegitimate, negative relations – while possibly more important for the

workings of the organization – are probably surrounded with a great amount of taboo.

Fourthly, there is still a lot to be explored in the field between social capital of the

individual and organizational social capital. Determining the ownership of social capital

is no straight-forward task, and the theory of organizational or corporate social capital

has not yet provided a clear and meaningful measure. Building on the aforementioned

bias towards exclusively studying positive aspects of social structure, there is no

previous research clearly dwelling on the issue of the optimal level or composition of

social capital of individuals and of organizations, taking into account the possible

negative externalities in one individual’s social relations.

Finally, as a theoretical extension of the research of the causality of social capital, there

is a lack of understanding of how social capital develops over time and whether there is

a gain in taking a life-cycle view of social capital. While the field of social networks has

spawned a number of longitudinal studies at the interpersonal level, e.g. (Morgan, D. L.

et al., 1997; Suitor, J. J. et al., 1997; Ahuja, 2000), this development does not seem to

have spilled into the theories of social capital.
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In conclusion, the field of social capital in organizations still needs a consistent and

coordinated research effort in each of the mentioned areas – separately and concurrently

– in order to move beyond structure and metaphor.

5 CONCLUSION

The relative newness and still-unsettled methodological issues of social network

analysis necessitated a thorough review of the theoretical and methodological premises

on which SNA is built in order to frame the subsequent analyses. Even more important,

this review uncovered the need for continued development in the field of SNA and

highlighted the necessity of being extremely cautious and explicit about the methods

used in SNA research.

The usefulness of understanding, using and developing social network analysis in

organizational settings has been demonstrated extensively in numerous studies.

However, there is still a need for research into what motivates individuals to create and

use social networks in organizations. One of the unanswered questions is which

differences – if any – exist between men and women in organizational social networks.

While the study in this thesis mainly confirms most of the previous research on gender

differences, it goes one step further in highlighting that social networks cannot be

studied independently of the motives and assumptions of the individual actors.

This intricate interplay between relations and actors is also at the core of the two papers

dealing with the effect of hierarchical distance on personal communication and the

importance of strong relations for advice seeking. Both studies have the dual purpose of

(i) studying the research question at hand and (ii) exploring aspects of the unresolved

methodological issues presented in the first paper; studying non-confirmed relations,

exploring confirmation in non-symmetric relations, measuring tie strength, and

respondent accuracy. For each paper, the findings and contributions are supplemented

by the presentation of areas – theoretical or methodological – which need to be

researched in more detail.

As the corollary of SNA, social capital is possibly the most trendy and popular export

from the social sciences. In keeping with the goal of the thesis, social capital is

described conceptually based on the structural properties of SNA. Just as SNA, social
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capital has tremendous potential but is plagued by inconsistent terminology and

underdeveloped theory and method. The main contributions of this paper are the

identifications of the theoretical aspects which need to be developed further for social

capital to be a useful addition to social network analysis.

The field of SNA is constantly evolving and interest in the field can be illustrated by the

growing number of special issues devoted to social networks in non-SNA journals.

Therefore the contributions of this thesis are non-trivial and relevant additions to the

development of SNA as a field and to the affirmation of its relevance in the study of

organizations and its members.
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METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN

ORGANIZATIONAL SOCIAL NETWORK

ANALYSIS

Abstract

This paper gives a presentation of the key methodological aspects of social network

analysis, mainly data collection and interpretation, by presenting the main choices

which need to be addressed and pitfalls to be avoided when using social network

analysis (SNA).

The most commonly used data collection technique is self-reporting questionnaires, and

the main goal is identifying and adequately measuring the relationships between the

actors in a network, and separating the issues of measuring the content and the property

of the relationship. While research has demonstrated that respondents are systematically

biased in reporting their social ties and the social structure surrounding them, more

research is needed on this issue.

One of the most fundamental, but conspicuously under researched issues, is the

direction of causality in SNA. While most research is implicitly stating the direction of

causality, e.g. measuring the effect of network centrality on job satisfaction, very few

studies deal with the possibility of cross-influence or circular causality.

Finally, researchers need to pay more attention to a number of methodological issues

such as how to deal with organizations in times of change and uncertainty, non-response

and missing data, how to ask respondents about negative relations and the ethics of

SNA.

Keywords

Social network analysis, methodology, data collection, respondent accuracy, causality
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1 INTRODUCTION

Researchers studying organizations are presented with a number of methodological

choices which need to be addressed before, during and after the study. There are a great

number of different approaches to choose from, and this paper deals with just one of

those – social network analysis (SNA).

Theoretically, SNA builds on the social sciences such as anthropology and sociology,

while recently advancing methodologically mainly through quantitative techniques

using mathematical and statistical notations. The first studies in social networks were

qualitative in nature, e.g. (Levi-Strauss, 1943; Barnes, 1954), and is used in

contemporary research by some researchers (Lazega, 1997; Davies-Netzley, 1998;

Cross & Sproull, 2003), sometimes in conjunction with formal network analysis, e.g.

Curtis et al. (1995).

Data in the social sciences has often focused on actors and attributes, while SNA

focuses on actors and their relations. Several of the issues faced by academic

researchers in SNA are no different than the issues facing in social scientists and need

the same care and attention. However, given the focus on relations between actors and

not the actors themselves, different methodological issues arise.

Marsden (1990) presents SNA researchers with the fundamental choice between seeking

(i) precise descriptions of social relations necessitating a high level of accuracy, or (ii)

indicators reflecting nodal or structural differences relying on traditional measures of

validity and reliability8.

Not much research has dealt explicitly with validity issues in SNA, i.e. to determine

whether or not the relations measured are valid measures of the actual interactions

(Mouton et al., 1955b). However, research has shown that respondent accuracy is not

only flawed, but in a systematically biases way (Killworth & Bernard, 1976; Kilduff &

Krackhardt, 1994; Carley & Krackhardt, 1996; Bondonio, 1998).

                                                  

8 For an early review of validity and reliability measures in sociometry, see (Mouton et
al., 1955b; 1955a).
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The issue of reliability is difficult to frame in the context of social network analysis,

since social patterns of interaction are likely to be volatile and therefore have not been

dealt with systematically in SNA research, with few exceptions (Mouton et al., 1955a;

Wasserman & Faust, 1994:58-59).

Defining the field of interest is the first choice for any researcher. However, this is a

particularly difficult task for social network analysts because of the multi-disciplinary

influences of the field and the relatively newness of the methods. The level of analysis

is not always evident, since the focus is often centered on the effects of the dyads on

either individuals, groups, or organizations (Borgatti & Foster, Forthcoming).

Therefore, SNA in the field of organizations can be divided into research using network

analysis as a tool, and research into SNA using organizations as specific cases. Using

organizations as cases provides for a natural boundary for SNA (Laumann et al., 1983),

and lends itself naturally to sociocentric analysis (in the study of bounded networks), as

opposed to studying the networks of single actors, egocentric analysis. Since the study

of networks using egocentric analysis presents a separate set of problems beside the

ones mentioned in this paper, a comprehensive overview of methodological issues

concerning egocentric network analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. For a

discussion on the subject, see for example (Granovetter, 1976; Marsden, 1990).

Another important methodological clarification which needs some attention is that in

sociocentric analysis, all actors in the bounded network are part of the network, whether

they have relations to other actors or not9. This necessitates a very careful selection of

the actors which make up the network, since the relevant network is not necessarily all

individuals in an organization and might include other relevant actors which are not

formally part of the organization, e.g. external consultants.

                                                  

9 If not all actors are connected to each other through a path, the network is
disconnected and thus consists of two or more components (Wasserman & Faust,
1994:109-110).
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This is the main distinction from traditional statistically rooted quantitative methods of

social sciences, since SNA in organizations will often treat the actors in the organization

as the total population – not as a sample of a larger population10.

It is the aim of this paper to give a description of the key methodological issues of SNA,

mainly data collection and interpretation. It is not the goal of this paper to prescribe best

practice. Instead it outlines the main choices which must be addressed prior to

undertaking any social network analysis. Furthermore, the methodological issues of data

analysis and presentation are not treated in this paper – the plethora of different tools,

techniques and available software for analyzing and presenting SNA data would require

a separate review.

2 DATA COLLECTION METHODS

The different data collection methods for SNA are influenced by its multi-disciplinary

antecedents, and include self-reporting questionnaires, observation, diaries, informants,

experiments, archives, and electronic tracking/tracing (Marsden, 1990; Wasserman &

Faust, 1994; Molina, 2001). Most studies of organizational social networks with a

sociocentric focus, have used structured questionnaires to gather self-reports on each

individual’s relationships with others. Before introducing this method in some depth in

section 3, the other methods are briefly outlined.

Using informants can be seen as a special case of performing a survey of all members of

the network, relying on one or a few individuals’ knowledge of the relations in a

network of which the informant(s) might be a member (Burt, 1983b). Given the

problems of informant accuracy (Killworth & Bernard, 1976; Freeman et al., 1987), and

the problems of accurately perceiving one’s own network, the validity of gathering

networks based on informants is likely to suffer greatly, especially with large networks.

                                                  

10 Another difference between SNA techniques and traditional statistical analysis is that
the assumption of independence between dyadic relations is rarely fulfilled,
necessitating the use of special methods such as QAP correlation (Hubert & Schultz,
1976; Krackhardt, 1988) which is not affected by the assumption of independence.
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Based on the anthropological tradition, direct observation has been used as another data

collection method in organizations (Wasserman & Faust, 1994:49-50). The main

problems with observation studies are: (i) only relatively small networks can be studied

given the vast number of possible connections in a social system, (ii) only interaction

properties such as frequency and duration of contact can be measured in any meaningful

way, (iii) problems of the observer influencing behavior, (iv) they are highly resource

consuming, and (v) the risk of reliability problems when collecting data during a short

period of time.

Generally direct observation in social settings is therefore seldom encouraged for the

above reasons. However, it can still be applicable in situations where the individuals in

the network for some reason are not able to provide data (e.g. in the study of primates),

respondents are unwilling or reluctant to do so (e.g. illegal or unacceptable behavior) or

when using the observed data to test or contrast network data provided by another

source (Marsden, 1990; Webster, 1995a).

A somewhat similar data collection technique is the use of archives, which addresses

some of the issues raised above while at the same time introducing the researcher with

some new problems (Burt, 1983a). Specifically, the use of archive data is less time and

resource consuming, and can be framed according to the period of time and the

relational properties researched (Marsden, 1990:444; Wasserman & Faust, 1994:50-21).

However, the relations between individuals extracted from archives are often rather

abstract proxies for actual relationships with social network implications for either

actor, as in the study of interlocking directorates, e.g. Useem (1979), research

communities, e.g. Schott (2001), or citation patterns among scientists, e.g. White &

McCann (1988).

While the use of archives in collecting social network data certainly has its uses and

application in the research of some communities, it is not particularly useful for the

study of intra-organizational social networks but could serves a special purpose in

longitudinal studies of turnover and newcomers in organizations.

The use of electronic trace is made possible with the advent and pervasiveness of

electronic communication in organizations and the increased focus on company

liability, since more and more communication such as emails, telephone conversations,
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and chat in organizations is logged. Thus a new possible data collection source has

presented itself as a combination of the use of observation and archives, combining the

unobtrusiveness of archives with the flexibility and detail of observation.

For the purpose of organizational SNA, the main problem with this data collection

technique cannot capture physical face-to-face communication, which is likely to be

particularly important in most research of social networks. Therefore data collected

through electronic trace is likely to be most useful in compliment with data collected

otherwise or in the study of virtual organizations. Research indicates that e-mail

communication mostly replicates face-to-face communication patters (Boneva et al.,

2001). Finally it is important to acknowledge the ethical aspects and possible

regulations and restrictions in logging interaction and communication among members

of organizations (and possibly outside the boundaries of the organization).

Other data collection sources used by SNA researches are experiments, either in

controlled network settings or in pure experimental settings and simulations (Kelley,

1951; Krackhardt & Stern, 1988; Bonacich, 1990; Abrahamson & Rosenkopf, 1997). As

a subset of questionnaire self-monitoring, the use of diaries consists of asking

respondents to keep a log of particular social interactions in a given period of time.

Finally, small-world type experiments provide indications of actors’ ego-nets (Milgram,

1967).

Some studies use qualitative data collection in SNA either as a study in itself, e.g.

(Davies-Netzley, 1998; Cross & Sproull, 2003), or as the precursor for a quantitative

SNA study in order to elucidate the relevant relationships in a network (Lazega, 1997).

While the above-mentioned methods have their strength and weaknesses and are often

suited to particular situations, there are methodological reasons for combining methods

in order to check for the reliability of the analysis (Bernard et al., 1990). (Bernard, H R.

et al., 1990).

3 SELF-REPORTING QUESTIONNAIRES

In the field of bounded organizational social networks, the use of self-reporting

questionnaires is the most common (Marsden, 1990; Wasserman & Faust, 1994).
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Irrespective of the type of networks researched, a number of methodological choices

have to be made.

3.1 ACTORS

The actors in SNA can be a number of different entities, ranging from individuals,

dyads, triads, sub-groups, departments, organizations, etc. In the study of intra-

organizational networks, the actors studied are most often individuals. Even though the

relations between individuals are the main focus of SNA studies, the actors’ properties

are often important parts of studies, e.g. in gender segregated networks (Brass, 1985;

Ibarra, 1992a), group membership (Nelson, 1989; Labianca et al., 1998), and job

characteristics (Brass, 1981). The most central methodological aspects relating to

studies of actor properties in SNA is whether to ask respondents for this information or

to collect it through HR-records.

The most common technique for elucidating a respondent’s relations is by presenting

the respondent with a roster of the other members of the organization or network as

opposed to a free-recall procedure, where respondents list the individuals with whom

they have relations. The given case and focus of the study will determine which

technique is best. Using a roster might help respondents remember relationships with

individuals (Marsden, 1990), but necessitates that the network is (i) known to the

researcher a priori, (ii) meaningfully bounded (Laumann et al., 1983), and (iii)

sufficiently small to be manageable for the respondent. In studies of very large

networks, e.g. organizations with thousands of employees, a free-recall method might

be preferable to the roster method. Combinations of the two methods, using various

types of aided recall, can provide more reliable data, however (Brewer, 1995).

Another choice to be made is whether to present the respondent with a fixed number of

alters in a given network. While there might be some practical arguments for fixing the

number of choices for each respondent, it is likely to introduce unnecessary

measurement error if some important relations are excluded (Wasserman & Faust,

1994). Using a roster of possible alters reduces the need for fixing choice since the

network is already bounded.
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Using interviews instead of surveys is more time-consuming, but does have some

advantages: In some instances the distribution of questionnaires is either difficult or

impossible, and performing interviews gives the researcher an opportunity to ask (and

answer) clarifying questions and to assess some aspects of the validity of the answers

given via in-situ validation.

Finally, snowball methods are rarely used in bounded networks, since their strength lies

in tracking down special groups and populations, since (some of) the relationships of

each respondent are used as respondent for the next sample (Frank, O. & Snijders,

1994). Thus, snowball methods can be treated as a sampling technique based on a

number of ego networks. Problems associated with snowball sampling include the

difficulty in describing whole networks and reaching isolates.

3.2 RELATIONSHIPS

Since the relationships between actors are the primary unit of analysis, the most

important task in SNA data collection is to correctly determine the transactional

contents and properties of the relationship11.

Transactional content

Several types of relationships between actors in organizations are relevant to study, and

the main division is whether to measure actual social interactions or the relations as

perceived by the actors in the networks (Marsden, 1990:437). They can be characterized

as:

• Relations, e.g. formal organizational roles

• Interactions, e.g. talking to, asking for advice, meeting outside work

• Sentiment, e.g. friendship, dislike, respect

Data on the relations between actors can often be determined by records or archives and

do often present problems in terms of interpretation. The interactions are less objective

                                                  

11 Even though relationships are the main unit of analysis, other strategies for network
research in organizations than the dyadic focus exist, namely nodal and triadic
(Fombrun, 1982).
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since the interaction between actors can be interpreted differently between individuals

under study and the researcher. Determining interpersonal sentiments is the most

complex task given their high level of subjectivity and possible problematic nature.

Even investigating inherently positive relations like friendship relations can be

problematic, e.g. in situations where a friendship relation is not reciprocated by the

other actor.

In some research settings, it is necessary to use proxies for the relations in the data

collection. Fischer (1982:288) demonstrated “that ‘friend’ is probably too vague a

concept to be used in scientific research”, since the term is a sentiment relation and not

a formal, easily definable relation. Introducing the concept of philos, Krackhardt (1992),

distances himself from the inconsistencies and ambiguity of the term ‘friendship’,

defining interaction, affection, and time as the necessary conditions for philos to exist in

a dyadic relationship.

Thus, it is important to be explicit about the choices made about how to extract

information about social networks – not only which types are most interesting but also

how to extract them. This can be exemplified in a study, where respondent descriptions

of interaction patterns are used as a proxy for sentiment relations.

A widely accepted division of transactional contents – workflow, communication and

friendship - is often used in organizational SNA (Tichy & Tushman, 1979; Krackhardt

& Hanson, 1993)12. In a study by Brass (1985), however, each of these networks was

measured using a different type of content: the workflow networks was measured as

work related inputs and outputs (relations), the communication flow was measured as

whom actors talked to (interactions), and the friendship network was measured as whom

actors considered close friends (sentiment). This study did not make any explicit

assumptions for the choice of these levels or its possible implications.

While the type of relations of interest should depending on the processes and concepts

under investigation, it is not straightforward to distinguish between the different

                                                  

12 Some studies include an influence or power network and the advice network in the
organization, e.g. (Ibarra, 1992a:431; Cross et al., 2001a).
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relational contents. The kinds of relationships under investigation should therefore

dictate the choice of data collection method.

Relational property

With a given relational content being studied, there is an important methodological

issue of how to measure the property of the relationship. Several characterizations and

classifications exist (Tichy & Hornstein, 1980; Wasserman & Faust, 1994; Monge &

Contractor, 2001). However, the most important properties are: strength, multiplexity,

and dyadic consistency.

The strength of relations in networks is often used as a SNA measure to explain a wide

variety of social phenomena, e.g. knowledge transfer (Levin et al., 2002b), getting a job

(Granovetter, 1973), social capital development (Ashman et al., 1998), and gender

differences (Ibarra, 1997). Only a few papers deal explicitly with the problems of

measuring tie strength (Granovetter, 1983; Marsden & Campbell, 1984), but several

studies use a number of measures relating to frequency of interaction, duration and

stability of the tie, and the presence of affect to give a measure of tie strength

(Granovetter, 1983; Nelson, 1989; Krackhardt, 1992; Levin et al., Forthcoming). Other

studies have used ways of working around the problem of asking respondents directly

about their strong ties, e.g. Cross et al. (2001c). In their study of knowledge distribution

and group performance, Rulke & Galaskiewicz (2000) are very explicit about using a

degree of multiplexity as a measure of tie strength. Finally, confirmation by both

respondents in dyadic relations can also be considered a measure of tie strength.

In the study of intra-organizational social networks, the issue of multiplexity is

unavoidable, since the organizational context determines at least one formal relation

between two individuals. The distinction between different relational contents in the

same dyadic relation is not only problematic theoretically, but very difficult to make

methodologically (Minor, 1983; Burt & Schøtt, 1985; Lazega & Pattison, 1999). Many

SNA studies are designed for the purpose of presenting the development of one type of

interaction, e.g. advice seeking, as a function of another tie, e.g. friendship, work

relation, kinship. Beside the obvious problem of causality, there will always be a

problem regarding data collection since several measures of interaction can be the result

of the same underlying feelings of affect or formal structure. This is especially the case,
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when the transactional content is measured on different levels, e.g. the importance of

affect relations in power structures (Krackhardt, 1992), and the importance of trust in

information transfer (Lucas, 2002).

To research dyadic consistency it is necessary to determining the conceptually related

but methodologically distinct properties symmetry, reciprocity, and confirmation. In

self-reported data, one would expect quite a lot of non-confirmed ties (Webster, 1995a).

Carley & Krackhardt (1996) present a stringent overview of the distinctions between

symmetry, reciprocation and confirmation at the dyadic level by presenting the possible

inconsistencies13:

Non-confirmation occurs when two individuals are not in agreement over the existence

of a relation, e.g. when A reports seeing B outside work, and B does not report seeing A

outside work. In networks of inherently symmetric relations (e.g. “Whom are you

married to”), non-confirmations are indicators of methodological problems.

Non-symmetry is defined as an inequality within one respondent’s cognitive map, e.g.

when A reports asking B for advice, but reports that B does not ask A for advice. In

situations where the network under research is inherently symmetric, non-reciprocated

ties are not methodologically meaningful, but research has found evidence of possible

non-symmetries in data which was predicted to be symmetric (Lazarsfeld & Merton,

1954; Krackhardt, 1992; Zeggelink, E., 1995).

Non-reciprocity is like non-symmetry in that it occurs when a tie from one individual to

another does not necessarily have a corresponding tie going the other way. The

difference is that this is not solely a cognitive inconsistency of the individual, but can be

confirmed by both parties, e.g. if A and B both report that A asks B for advice and both

report that B does not ask A for advice. In relationships that are inherently symmetric,

reciprocity and confirmation are methodologically analogous.

Since sociocentric analysis allows for both ego and alter to report in their mutual ties,

“agreement rather than accuracy is the standard used” (Marsden, 1990:452) in the study

                                                  

13 This important distinction is lacking in several often cited reviews (Tichy &
Tushman, 1979; Monge & Contractor, 2001). For a graph-theoretical treatment of
dyadic inconsistencies see Wasserman & Faust (1994:505-522).
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of relationship properties. Thus symmetry at the dyadic level is a theoretical issue when

determining which networks to research in a particular study, while non-confirmation is

a methodological issue. However, non-confirmed relations should not be treated purely

as cognitive errors or statistical noise, since they can give indications of underlying

structures in the network and of differences in how the social networks are perceived

differently by actors.

When studying networks of relations that are not inherently symmetric, non-reciprocity

cannot be detected using single item questions. Instead, two similar questions based on

both in and out direction of the flow/relation is needed, for example as done by Rulke &

Galaskiewicz (2000:616): respondents are asked to report for each team member “how

much they had depended on each of their team members” and “how much each of their

team members had depended on them”, thus uncovering perceived dependence of alters

on ego and ego’s dependence on alters, which offers the possibility to determine the

consistency of the responses.

Several possibilities exist for coping with non-confirmed relations in SNA research: (i)

symmetrizing the data, ignoring non-confirmed relations and only studying the

confirmed relations, (ii) symmetrizing the data, treating non-confirmed relations as

confirmed (Taylor & Doerfel, 2003:178), (iii) symmetrizing the relations treating the

relations, (iv) performing data grooming using a set of specific rules based on previous

knowledge of related networks14 or (v) post-hoc interviews to resolve the

inconsistencies (Brass, 1985). Lincoln & Miller (1979:187) present a stringent treatment

of the reciprocation of ties in work and friendship networks (approximately half of all

ties were reciprocated), symmetrizing non-reciprocated ties, treating them as

reciprocated ties, thereby emphasizing their strengths as weak ties.

Finally, it should be noted that the problems of dyadic consistency are only treated in

this paper as dichotomous relations (either relation or no relation). Using scales to

measure interaction, e.g. frequency of interaction, is likely to lead to fewer exact

                                                  

14 Using statistical analysis, the reliablity of each respondent can be estimated using a
measure of the number of (confirmed ties) with others, offering the posibility of
attaching probabilities to the existence of relations. For more on probability and SNA,
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respondent confirmations, highlighting the need for stringent treatment of non-

consistencies at the dyadic level.

4 RESPONDENT ACCURACY

Research of primates has shown the importance of the individual’s perception of social

relations in the group to which he or she belongs (Haslam, N., 1997). This is not limited

to the ties to other individuals in the group, but also to the ties among others in the

group. Such knowledge is instrumental in that individual’s survival and reproductive

chances (Freeman & Webster, 1994). Thus, research into informant accuracy can

broadly be categorized into dyadic and structural accuracy of perception.

Dyadic accuracy has been studied in some detail, and results show that there are serious

discrepancies in respondents’ ability to report on their own interactions (Killworth &

Bernard, 1976; Bernard, H. Russell et al., 1984). These results have been criticized, but

have resulted in two important methodological points: (i) researchers should apply

healthy skepticism when using self-reporting data, and (ii) informant accuracy is not

randomly biased (Marsden, 1990; Brewer, 2000). Respondent accuracy at the dyadic

level is mostly methodologically important given the above-mentioned issues of non-

conformation.

Structural accuracy revolves around a respondent’s ability to report on the structural

properties of a social network and the respondent’s own position within it (Krackhardt,

1990; Bondonio, 1998). Studies have shown that respondents tend to;

(i) see themselves as more central in the network (Brewer, 2000)

(ii) perceive more (reciprocated) ties in the network (Kumbasar et al., 1994)

(iii) have more power if they have an accurate perception of the network

(Krackhardt, 1990)

(iv) have an upward (hierarchical) status bias (Johnson & Orbach, 2002)

(v) project their own network relations onto their perception of others’ network

structures (Webster, 1995a)

                                                                                                                                                    

see recent work on exponential random graph models (p*) and logistic regression and
work such as Snijders (2003) and Schweinberger & Snijders (2003).
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(vi) exaggerate distance to those that are different from them and minimize

distance to those that are like them (Freeman & Webster, 1994:244)

(vii) be unaware of their biases (Brewer, 2000).

Sociocentric survey data allows for determining the degree of confirmation of the

existence of a relationship, and using Cognitive Social Structures (CSS) proposed by

Krackhardt (1987a) allows for a triangulation of the results. CSS can be regarded as a

combination of self-reported questionnaires and using informants, since all respondents

are asked to report not only on their own relations but on all dyadic relations in the

network. Some serious practical and methodological problems arise from this method,

since it must be regarded as extremely time consuming and therefore not be relevant in

quite a lot of instances in organizations and surely be limited to rather small

organizations.

To test and improve the reliability of the data provided by respondents, interviews can

be performed on selected respondents to check for consistency (test-retest reliability).

Selecting respondents for follow-up interviews can either be done randomly or by

selecting respondents with particular communication patterns, large number of non-

confirmed relations or because of individual properties (e.g. gender, age, tenure).

Another method is that used by Webster (1995a), where reported interactions between

members of an organization was compared to observed interaction at given instances

like at a party, weekly softball game and eating lunch together. This data collection

method has some inherent problems since any direct observation necessarily includes

some form of interaction and interpretation of the observations made, and might not be

the optimal data collection method.

Another aspect is the question of whether the observed ties are in fact more correct

and/or useful than the reported ties. It can be argued that for most social networks, the

social actors’ cognitive network, i.e. how they perceive their own relations and the

network structure, it is more important than whether or not an interaction really occurs.

Actors might even alter their actual networks to fit their cognitive networks over time

(Brewer, 2000), creating self-fulfilling prophecies (Krebs et al., 1988). To this regard,

non-confirmed relations are more interesting than confirmed relations, since non-

confirmed relations can be studied specifically in order to extract structural properties of
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the network, e.g. whether managers in one department have more non-confirmed ties

than others in the organization.

5 CAUSALITY IN SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS

SNA research can roughly be divided into studies of networks as a cause or networks as

an outcome (Gabbay & Leenders, 2002). The issue of causal inference is not exclusive

to SNA (Staw, 1980), but Borgatti and Foster (Forthcoming) argue that the relative

newness of the field of SNA necessitated some legitimization through research

demonstrating the derived benefits from networks, before there would be any interest in

how and why networks developed.

However, there is a large body of research on the factors that initiate, determine, and

influence social networks such as gender and race issues (Campbell, 1988; Moore,

1992; Ibarra, 1997; McGuire, 2000), homophily (Ibarra, 1992a; McPherson et al.,

2001), and psychological factors (Bell & Mascaro, 1972; Caporeal & Baron, 1997).

Explicitly stating the focus of the research on either the antecedents or the outcomes of

networks, however, does not guarantee that causality is not a problem. In the study of

social capital, it has been shown that interpersonal attraction, trust, homophily, and

common norms are some of the essential factors for the creation of social network

relations as well as some of the most important benefits thereof (Lesser, 2000b;

Lindenberg, 2000; Cohen & Prusak, 2001; Cross et al., 2001a; McPherson et al., 2001;

Levin et al., 2002b).

Few SNA studies deal explicitly with the thorny issue of causality and cross-influence

of cause-effect, and they can be roughly divided into those merely presenting causal

issues as part of the limitations, and those dealing with causality as part of the research.

In the discussion of limitations in a study of gender differences in network structure,

Ibarra (1992a:443) presents the main methodological problem of unsolved direction of

causality. This limits the power of the implications drawn from the study, since the

snap-shot type survey does not allow for untangling of cause and effect. A similar

concern is presented in the limitations of other studies (Rulke & Galaskiewicz,

2000:623-624; Umphress et al., Forthcoming).
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In the study of organizational social capital, Gabbay & Leenders (2002) stress the

importance of not defining a priori preference for studying “networks as a cause” or

“networks as outcome” (ibid.:5). Instead they advocate for the study of both

phenomena. Research by Labianca et al. (1998) on inter-group conflicts, presents the

issue of causality in the interaction between perceptions and actual interpersonal

interaction. In this study, the causality issue is not resolved, since they conclude instead

that the interactions are reciprocal, and a reciprocally interdependent model is used for

testing the hypothesis.

In the study of intergroup conflict in organizations, Labianca et al. (1998) deal directly

with the problem of causality in the interaction between the perception and actual

interpersonal interaction, concluding that only experimental studies can solve the

problem of causality. Presenting a creativity-centrality spiral, Perry-Smith and Shalley

(2003) are very explicit about the causal implication regarding the self-reinforcing

behavior between individual creativity and network centrality. In presenting the

assumptions for the experimental simulation of organizational crisis, Krackhardt &

Stern (1988) are very precise about the causality in their model, such as “Trust enhances

cooperation” and “Strong friendships include trust” (ibid: 126). However, these causal

relations are not discussed critically or collectively, leaving questions unanswered.

Somewhat similarly, Nahapiet & Ghoshal (1998) present a model for the creation of

intellectual capital as a function of social capital with some degree of circularity. More

specifically, the two-way interaction between trust and cooperation is presented

(ibid.:255).

The study presented by Barley (1990), offers a very clear presentation of the causal

implication between new technology and network structure, through the mediating

effects of work roles. Similar cross-lagged correlations were identified by Burkhardt

and Brass (1990).

Future research needs to be conscious about both the inherent direction of causality in

the study, but also to explicitly take into account the possible cross-influence. The

causality issue in SNA is particularly interesting in longitudinal research, since the

study of how networks develop and change over time is very likely to be a function of

cross-influences and reciprocal interactions.
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6 OTHER UNRESOLVED METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

This section highlights a number of methodological issues that are important, but have

not been dealt with sufficiently in the literature.

The effects of change and uncertainty: An important factor in performing social

network analyses in organizations is to be aware of the conditions of the network under

research. There is a general consensus in the INSNA15 mailing list – SOCNET – that it

is not advisable to perform network analyses in organizations experiencing a large

degree of uncertainty. Despite research within this field has been very scarce, some

indications can be presented. Pfeffer et al. (1976) found support for the theory that

uncertainty lead to a shift in decision-making based on universalistic standards towards

particularistic criteria, namely social influence based on levels of homophily. In

interorganizational cooperation networks in areas marked by turbulence and uncertainty,

Galaskiewicz & Shatin (1981) highlighted the importance of similarity in race and

education in the development of relations. In her study of an advertising firm, Ibarra

(1992a), argued for the importance of homophily and use of expressive ties due to the

environmental turbulence experienced by that organization. This is in line with the

assumptions and findings presented by Granovetter (1983), and by the experimental

research preformed by Krackhardt & Stern (1988), pointing to a strengthening of

intragroup ties at the expense of intergroup ties.

A convincing explanation of this phenomenon is presented by Terreberry (1968), who

argues for a conceptual bridge between the organization and its environment using

natural, organic environments as metaphors. While there seems to be some consensus

that uncertainty and turbulent times lead to an increased reliance on social networks

(Boswell, 1969; Krackhardt & Stern, 1988), other findings point to the opposite: Reif

(1973) found that many individuals derive greater satisfaction from the formal

organization than from social networks, and it can also be posited that in times of

uncertainty, a natural reaction from individuals is to minimize risk by strictly observing

rules and company policy.

                                                  

15 International Network for Social Network Analysis (INSNA, 2003).
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Formulating questions: In his study of power and influence in the workplace,

Krackhardt (1990:348-349) poses very specific questions detailing the definition of

‘power’ and ‘charisma’, but is also asking simply whom the respondent considers to be

a ‘friend’, although this term is not likely to be univocal (Fischer, 1982; Krackhardt,

1992). In another study, respondents were asked for any interaction with colleagues in

the workplace using the term ‘on a regular basis’ as criterion for interaction (Feeley,

2000:269). Inversely, Van den Bulte et al. (2001:13) present the respondents with a 87

words long question/description for the single item ‘talking to’. In a study by Ibarra

(1992a), respondents are asked imprecise and ambiguous questions such as “name the

people […] that you know you can count on, whom you view as allies, who are

dependable in times of crisis” (ibid.:431).

Studies have shown that respondents are fairly accurate in discerning long-term social

patterns around them while they are unable to recount specific social interactions or

communication which have occurred in a specific time interval (Freeman et al., 1987).

Negative relations: Probably the best known sociocentric research into negative

relations is Sampson’s 1969 unpublished PhD thesis of 18 monks in a cloister in crisis,

in which the respondents are asked for antagonistic, disesteem, negative influence and

blame relations (Fienberg et al., 1985). In their study of intergroup conflict, Labianca et

al. (1998:60) asked respondents about their friendship relations using a scale from ‘-2 =

prefer to avoid’ to ‘+2 = friendship’. Similarly, Umphress et al. (Forthcoming) use a

Likert-type scale from ‘1 = dislike a lot’ to ‘5 = like a lot’ to capture both positive and

negative expressive ties. In an overview of several sociometric studies, Mouton et al.

(1955a) present several studies using negative choices like rejecting class mates.

Generally, however, researchers shy away from asking directly for negative relations,

even though these relations are likely to be even more important for individuals and the

organization as a whole than positive ties (Labianca et al., 1998; Duffy et al., 2002;

Moerbeek & Need, 2003).

Non response and missing data: A dyadic relationship between two individuals is

neither a property of any of the individuals, nor the sum of the partial investments from

either part. Therefore any missing information of the social network in a sociocentric

analysis is a serious, potential threat to the results of the network analysis. Stork and
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Richards (1992) have shown that given a response rate (R %), there will be complete

information on only R % x R % of the relationships in the network, and partial (one-

sided) information on only some of the respondents16. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Information at given response rates with a population of 30

As illustrated in Figure 1, non-response in sociocentric network analysis does cause a

huge problem as response rates need to be close to 100% for the analysis to be useful.

This problem could be partially solved by using the information reported by one

respondent on a relationship to validate the response from the other respondents, a

method called reconstruction (Stork & Richards, 1992). In order to perform

reconstruction for the relations with only partial information, two conditions must be

satisfied: (1) non-respondents must not be systematically different from respondents and

(2) information provided by respondents about the relation to non-respondents must be

considered reliable and precise. This technique is used by Rulke & Galaskiewicz

(2000). However, if response from more than one respondent is missing (resulting in

‘no information’ as illustrated in Figure 1), their mutual relations cannot be directly

reconstructed.

Missing data in a sociocentric analysis can be treated methodologically as a special

subset of the non-response problem. Questionnaires should ideally be designed in such a

                                                  

16 See Stork & Richards (1992) for calculations.
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way that missing data cannot be confounded with an active choice of a non-existing

relation by the respondent, which is not always possible, particularly in large networks.

Using electronic surveys presents the researcher with the opportunity to implement

some degree of error checking in the questionnaire.

Ethics: Very little focus has been directed towards ethical issues in SNA, but at the

2003 Sunbelt Conference, a session on ethics was held and an INSNA committee was

formed to develop ethical guidelines for network research. Some general work on

ethical research in organization has been done, e.g. (Mirvis & Seashore, 1980), but only

one piece of work deals explicitly with ethical issues regarding SNA (Borgatti &

Molina, Unpublished).

The main conclusions of this research are that SNA need more ethical attention, since

(i) respondents cannot remain anonymous given the relational focus of the research, (ii)

missing data is very problematic, (iii) respondents give information about others

through their relations, (iv) the relational contents being studied can be problematic, (v)

data display reveals individual rather than aggregate results, and (vi) since SNA remains

a relatively new field, respondents are not likely to be as comfortable as with other

surveys.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Social network analysis presents the researcher with a number of methodological

choices and challenges – some of which are common to other social sciences, while

others are unique to SNA. In the case of organizational SNA in the study of intra-

organizational social networks, the most useful and common method is to use a

sociocentric approach, since organizations provide natural and meaningful boundaries.

Even though several data collections methods have been developed and used in

previous research, the most commonly used methods are organization wide censuses

using self-reporting questionnaires, asking each respondent to report on relations to

others within the organization, either using a roster or by free-recall. Some researchers

have used personal interviews, either for practical reasons or in order to validate

responses in using the comments by respondents as qualitative measures for further

research.
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Identifying and properly measuring the relationships in a network is the most

challenging part of SNA. Fundamentally, the researcher should separate the issues of

measuring the content and the property of the relationship:

Many SNA studies neglect to make the distinction between measuring actual social

relations or the relations as perceived by the actors in the networks (Marsden,

1990:437). Using self-reporting questionnaires, both actual and perceived relations are

influenced by respondents’ subjective interpretation, but the conceptual difference

between the levels of relations is more than merely academic. Therefore researchers

should be aware and explicit about the differences between asking for different types of

network contents, e.g. kinship (relations), friendships (sentiment), and personal

communication (interaction), and their possible overlaps.

Relational properties are another challenging issue, revolving mainly around the three

concepts of strength, muliplexity and dyadic consistency. Strength of relations has been

the focus of quite some research, particularly since the seminal paper by Granovetter

(1973), but the methodological problems regarding the measuring of relation strength

have not been sufficiently resolved. Most researchers, however, have used some degree

of multiplexity of relations to indicate closeness between actors. Dyadic inconsistencies,

however, are one of the most important unresolved issues in SNA, since it is likely to

affect all self-reporting, sociocentric analyses.

Firstly, researchers need to be consistent in their terminology surrounding the related

but distinct concepts of symmetry, confirmation and reciprocity. Secondly, a stringent

approach to handling those inconsistencies need to be used. Finally, researchers should

be aware of the potential information embedded in the structural properties of

inconsistent dyadic relations.

This relates to the treatment of respondent accuracy, which SNA shares with other

social sciences using self-reporting data collection techniques. What is unique in

(sociocentric) SNA is the possibility to perform some degree of validation of dyadic

choices by comparing responses from both actors in a dyad. Research has shown that

respondents are not only inaccurate in their assessment of their social ties and the social

structure surrounding them, but they’re systematically biased in their perception.

Researchers need to be aware of these biases, and more research is needed on this topic.
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One of the most fundamental, but conspicuously under-researched topics is the direction

of causality in SNA. While most research is implicitly stating the claimed direction of

causality, e.g. measuring the effect of network centrality on job satisfaction, very few

studies deal with the possibility of cross-influence or circular causality, with some

notable exceptions.

Finally, researchers need to be aware of other methodological issues such as how to deal

with organizations in times of change and uncertainty, non-response and missing data,

how to ask respondents about negative relations and the ethics of SNA.

While most of these methodological choices are contingent on the specific goal of a

particular SNA-study, the main point of this paper is that any researcher should be

explicit about the choices made and the derived implications for the analysis. This is

necessary for SNA to develop over time to become a consistent and structured academic

field.
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SOCIAL NETWORKS OF MANAGERS: THE ROLE

OF GENDER (*)

Abstract

This study investigates gender differences in managers’ preferences for managerial

competencies relating to social networks, based on the results of an extensive survey of

Danish managers. While female managers attach more importance to competencies

related to social networks than male managers, they are more likely to perceive them as

either personal or professional. The paper closes with a discussion of the effects of

changes and implications for future research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted in organization theory that, regardless of the method of analysis

or underlying premises, no organization can be described or mapped in a satisfactory

way by relying solely on the formal organization chart. The importance of intra-

organizational social networks has been widely recognized by both practitioners and

academics.

The study of social networks is based on the basic assumption that individuals working

in organizations do not stop being social beings. Any member of an organization has

both personal and professional needs as an individual vis-à-vis the organization.

Personal needs include affiliation needs, identity and self-esteem, correcting social

reality, and risk-reduction (Pfeffer et al., 1976; Farris, 1979; Krackhardt & Stern, 1988;

Faust, 1997; Haslam, S. A., 2001). Professional needs include the need-to-know and an

ability for political maneuvering (Tichy & Tushman, 1979; Ibarra, 1993c).

There are various definitions of social networks, depending on the theoretical and

methodological starting point (Wigand, 1988; Burt, 1992; Wasserman & Faust, 1994;

Freeman, 2000a; Scott, J., 2000). For the purpose of this paper, Simon’s (1976:148)

seminal definition of social networks will serve as the point of departure: “The term

”Informal organizations” refers to interpersonal relations in the organization that affect

decisions within it but either are omitted from the formal scheme or are not consistent

with that scheme”. The terms informal networks (Krackhardt & Stern, 1988; Moore,

1992), informal organization (Farris, 1979; Krackhardt, 1994), emergent networks

(Monge & Eisenberg, 1987), and social networks (Freeman, 1978/79; Krackhardt,

1996) are used somewhat interchangeably in the literature. The term used in this paper

is social networks.

Social networks are not easily distinguishable, and cannot be seen as independent from

either the formal organization or from the equally difficult concept of organizational

culture (Schein, 1996). In an attempt to structure these terms, social networks in

organizations can be defined as the main carriers of information that maintain, adjust

and transmit the organizational culture, which means they are very much a product of

this culture (Groat, 1997). Organizational culture, on the other hand, concerns the way

in which the formal and informal interact (Emirbayer & Goodwin, 1994). Therefore, if
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the formal organization is represented by the circles and lines in the organization chart,

the social networks are the lines that have not been drawn and the organizational culture

is the paper on which the chart is drawn.

While there seems to be some theoretical agreement on most of these interdependencies,

there is a lack of explicit knowledge about the factors that influence the creation,

development and use of social networks in organizations. To address this issue, the

results of a major Danish survey are used to develop a well-founded basis on which to

analyze this phenomenon.

One of the most interesting results of this study concerned answers to the question “Are

decisions made outside the formal networks?” to which almost three out of four

managers replied yes. While this might not be much of a surprise to practitioners, it

does not fit particularly well with classic management literature.

What is probably more interesting, however, is that this study reveals a tendency to an

increasingly loose decision-making process. The underlying assumption of this paper is

that this is due to the increasing importance of social networks within the formal

organization.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze gender differences in relation to managers’

social networks. Section 2 outlines the theoretical aspects of gender and social networks

and identifies the principal hypotheses arising from these theoretical perspectives.

Section 3 presents the methodological framework, leading to the testing of the

hypotheses in section 4. Finally, the premises and results of the paper are discussed in

section 5, while the conclusions and implications of the study are presented in section 6.

2 GENDER AND SOCIAL NETWORKS OF MANAGERS

The glass ceiling is sometimes used as a metaphor for a potential barrier facing women

and minorities, which allows them to see positions but not reach them (Davies-Netzley,

1998). According to some authors, gender differences in the awareness and use of social

networks in organizations are one of the main reasons why women earn less, get

promoted less often and do not have access to as many resources as their male

colleagues (Brass, 1985; Burke et al., 1995a).
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Two distinct approaches to explaining these differences have been identified: A human

capital approach and a systemic barriers approach (Ibarra, 1992a; 1997). In the human

capital approach, differences in organizational achievement and position in the social

network are due to personal achievement and formal position rather than organizational

characteristics. Conversely, the systemic barriers approach highlights the inherent

expectations, preferences and biases of the organizational members as the main source

of gender differences across social networks. While such approaches have given

researchers a tool for analyzing gender differences, empirically, neither have conclusive

explanatory power as regards differences in women’s and men’s networks (Brass, 1985;

Moore, 1990; Pugliesi & Shook, 1998; Burt, 1999).

It is often argued that female managers are more likely to make use of ‘soft’ HRM,

sometimes referred to by the misnomer feminine management, which is characterized by

a bias towards consensus management and relationship-building, in contrast to a more

controlling, formal and dominating management style (Claes, 1999; Oakley, 2000). This

importance of interpersonal competencies ought to make female managers very

conscious about using their social networks within the organization. Traditionally,

however, female managers have not used informal structures and non-formal

management techniques as part of their managerial toolbox to the same extent as their

male colleagues (Reif et al., 1975; Pfeffer, 1981). This is no longer the case, however,

since women seem to use social networks just as much as men, or even more (Stewart &

Gudykunst, 1982; Brass, 1985; McGuire, 2000). Research has even shown that female

managers tend to attach more importance to the necessity of developing and using social

networks (Davies-Netzley, 1998; McGuire, 2002). This leads to the following

hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. Female managers are more aware of the importance of

using social networks than their male counterparts.

Traditionally, organizations have been characterized by a clear sex segregation in

different types of jobs, leading to different career paths for men and women, with

women holding positions with lower status and power within the organization (Pfeffer,

1981). Since women are still a minority in managerial positions, female managers have

fewer other women to choose from in their social networks (Moore, 1990; Ibarra,
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1993c), and since there are fewer female managers at the very top of the hierarchy, they

do not have the same leverage within the organization (Brass, 1985; 1992; McGuire,

2000). Moreover, female managers often feel they have to change their managerial style

in order to reach the highest management levels, specifically in their conscious effort to

gain access to the social networks (Davies-Netzley, 1998). This was confirmed by

Rutherford (2001), who found that gender differences in management style tended to

decrease at the top of the hierarchy. This leads to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2. Gender differences in the perceived importance of

social networks is influenced by the unequal gender distribution in the

organizational hierarchy

Ibarra (1992a; 1997) found that men and women seek and use social networks in

different ways. While men tend to have ties and relations with other men in their

networks, women seem to develop dual networks - one consisting primarily of

relationships with other women, to satisfy the need for friendships and support

(expressive network relationships), and another consisting of dominant men in the

organization, to satisfy the need for advice and organizational knowledge (instrumental

network relations). These results have been reproduced in other research, and the

preference and use of gender-biased networks has been linked to power and promotion

within organizations (Brass, 1985; Moore, 1990; Ibarra, 1997). This leads to the

following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3. Male and female managers perceive competencies

relating to social networks differently.

One of the main characteristics of social networks is the degree of reciprocity between

two or more people within the network. Typically, therefore, the most powerful

individual in the organization will also be the most attractive to others. This may give

them the possibility to form more links, depending on the transitive properties of the

network, thereby further enhancing their power and status in the network. This leads to

another aspect of gender differences in social networks. Since homophily in network

development is rather strong (Ibarra, 1992a; Burke et al., 1995a; Burke et al., 1995b;

Ibarra, 1997; McPherson et al., 2001), the imbalances and structural differences inherent

in the organization will tend to be maintained or even reinforced (McGuire, 2002). As
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expressed by Ibarra (1992a:425), “[…] preferences for homophily and status will tend

to coincide for men and exist in competition for women”. The reverse is likely to be true

in cases where men are in the minority, however (Burt, 2000c).

A further discussion of positions in light of the relative gender proportion of managers

at different managerial levels is beyond the scope of this paper. Nor will this paper be

concerned with prescriptive arguments that male and female managers necessarily have

the same need for, use of, or benefits from their social networks. For thorough reviews

of these issues, see (Campbell, 1988; Ridgeway, 1997; Oakley, 2000)).

Burke et al. (1995b) point to the need for a greater understanding of the mechanisms

behind network relationships among and between genders in organizations, which is the

primary focus of this paper.

3 METHODS

A nationwide postal-based structured questionnaire survey was carried out in Denmark

in autumn 1999 in an attempt to map the main trends in Danish management. The

survey involved 1500 managers in both the private and public sectors, and from various

organizational levels. The respondents were randomly selected and subsequently

contacted by phone to improve the response rate. This resulted in responses from

approximately 1000 managers.

The analysis in this paper includes only the approximately 500 managers from the

private sector. This is due to the huge structural differences between organizations in the

private and public sectors. Large elements of uncertainty and variation are thus avoided

by selecting either private or public managers. By default, therefore, all results and

comments are directed solely towards managers from the private sector.

While 11.6% of these managers were women, it is important to note that female

managers were relatively overrepresented in lower management levels, while male

managers were overrepresented in top management. However, as Table 2 shows, about

half of all top managers in the sample were in charge of companies with fewer than 50

employees. The implications of this will be discussed below.
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Table 2: Hierarchical gender distribution in the survey

Gender
Management level No. of employees Male Female

Top micro/small (<49) 111 (21.8%) 9 (1.8%)
medium (50-199) 37 (7.3%) (0%)

large (>200) 18 (3.5%) 1 (.2%)
Middle micro/small (<49) 63 (12.4%) 10 (2.0%)

medium (50-199) 56 (11.0%) 11 (2.2%)
large (>200) 59 (11.6%) 7 (1.4%)

Lower micro/small (<49) 42 (8.2%) 3 (.6%)
medium (50-199) 24 (4.7%) 7 (1.4%)

large (>200) 43 (8.4%) 9 (1.8%)
Note: Management level is based on the managers’ own perception of hierarchical level
within the organization. The numbers in brackets refer to the percentage of the total.

In order to determine which competencies Danish managers considered to be important

for the performance of their jobs, managers were asked to answer the following

question, consisting of 20 competencies measured on a 5-point scale (ranging from 1

not important to 5 very important): “How important are the following competencies for

your job as a manager”. The results of this question were tested for overall gender

differences using a profile analysis, with more specific analyses using multivariate

techniques. Two separate factor analyses, using the principal component method with

varimax rotation, were carried out in order to isolate the underlying factors in the

competencies rated by male and female managers respectively.

4 RESULTS

Gender differences in the ratings of the managerial competencies are checked using a

profile analysis (see figure 1, which shows the average perceived importance of the

managerial competencies for male and female managers respectively).
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Figure 2: Profile analysis of gender differences in the importance of managerial
competencies
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The most important competencies were (1) ability to take responsibility, (2) create

cooperation, (3) make decisions, (4) inspire and motivate, (5) oversee and coordinate,

(6) ability to solve problems, and (7) create results, while establishing networks, act as

liaison, and ability to control are ranked lowest. The most noticeable difference between

male and female managers seems to be that female managers generally rated the listed

competencies higher than their male colleagues. There were, however, some noteworthy

exceptions (in order of importance): ability to control, create results, and setting goals

and means.

To test for differences in the profiles, the profile analysis first tested for parallelism,

yielding a p value of .0117, which is significant at the .05 level. Thus, the hypothesis of

parallel profiles can be rejected, since male and female managers do not have the same

profiles in the importance they attach to managerial competencies. It is therefore
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relevant to perform further analyses on differences between the levels for the individual

items.

In order to test the first hypothesis, i.e. whether female managers are more aware of

social networks in organizations than male managers, the competencies be an

ambassador, establishing networks, act as a liaison, and solve conflicts were chosen as

the most network-related competencies. The importance attached to each of these

competencies is tested for gender differences in Table 2.

Table 2: ANOVA test for gender difference

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Be an ambassador Between Groups 2.63 1 2.63 2.40 .122

Within Groups 610.34 558 1.09
Solve conflicts Between Groups 4.72 1 4.72 6.19 .013

Within Groups 424.83 557 .76
Establishing networks Between Groups 3.23 1 3.23 3.41 .065

Within Groups 524.17 554 .95
Act as a liaison Between Groups 5.88 1 5.88 4.66 .031

Within Groups 673.44 534 1.26
Note: The average mean for all four competencies is higher for female managers

Two network-related competencies were rated significantly differently by male and

female managers (at the .05 level), solve conflicts and act as a liaison, while be an

ambassador and establish networks were not significantly different – establishing

networks barely so.

This indicates that the first hypothesis can only be partially confirmed, since there is a

strong indication that, overall, female managers rate the abilities needed to establish and

use social networks as relatively more important than male managers. However, the

most explicit network competency, establishing networks, is not rated significantly

differently by the two sexes. It should also be noted that none of the differences are

significant at the .01 level.

As Table 1 shows, female managers constitute a small proportion of management in

general, and are significantly underrepresented in top management. Conversely, they are

overrepresented in middle and lower management levels. It is therefore important to be

aware of the inherent power differences between the sexes due to the skewness of

formal positions and the effects this might have on social networks.
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The second hypothesis states that the observed gender differences in the creation and

use of social networks are determined by factors that are indirectly linked to gender

differences. As mentioned above, a person’s formal position in the organization is a key

factor of that person’s attractiveness to others’ social networks. It is therefore relevant to

ascertain whether the importance attached to network competencies are determined by

position in the hierarchy and gender – and whether the gender differences are dependent

on the hierarchical level. This is done by using a multivariate analysis of variance of the

relevant network competencies, based on management level and gender, as shown in

Table 3.

Table 3: Multivariate analysis

Source Dependent Variable T III Sum of Sq df Mean Square F Sig.
Corrected Model Be an ambassador 28.7 3 9.6 9.3 .000

Solve conflicts 8.5 3 2.8 3.7 .012
Establishing networks 16.6 3 5.5 6.2 .000
Act as a liaison 57.9 3 19.3 16.5 .000

Gender Be an ambassador 5.4 1 5.4 5.2 .023
Solve conflicts 5.3 1 5.3 6.8 .009
Establishing networks 7.0 1 7.0 7.8 .005
Act as a liaison 3.2 1 3.2 2.7 .099

Management level Be an ambassador 25.2 2 12.6 12.2 .000
Solve conflicts 3.1 2 1.6 2.0 .133
Establishing networks 11.3 2 5.6 6.3 .002
Act as a liaison 5.8 2 25.4 21.7 .000

Note: The assumption of at least 20 cases in each group is not satisfied. This does not
present a problem in this case, however.

The analysis shows that gender and management level seem to have some very

significant influences on the importance of the network competencies listed. However,

the interaction effect of both gender and management level was insignificant for all four

competencies. This suggests that, while the network competencies are rated differently

for both genders and at different management levels, these factors do not influence each

other. Thus, the difference in male and female managers’ rating of networks is not likely

to change at different management levels.

Post-hoc tests confirm that female managers rate all network competencies higher than

male managers. The differences in management level are not so simple, however, since,

as shown in Table 4, there is no clear pattern.
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Table 4: Post-hoc analysis

Gender Management level
Dependent Variable Male Female Top Middle Low
Be an ambassador 3.37 3.70 3.81 3.58 3.21
Solve conflicts 3.58 3.91 3.77 3.83 3.63
Establishing networks 3.05 3.43 3.44 3.24 3.04
Act as a liaison 3.22 3.48 2.96 3.72 3.38
Note: Highest values in bold

The higher the management level, the higher the two competencies, be an ambassador

and establishing networks, are rated. Acting as a liaison is rated most highly by middle

managers, while top managers attach little importance to this competency. Solving

conflicts is rated highly, but not differently, across hierarchical levels.

This somewhat challenges the above conclusions regarding the first hypothesis, since

the MANOVA test showed that, when taking account of the effect of management level,

the gender differences stand out more clearly. With the exception of act as a liaison,

female managers rate the network-related competencies significantly higher than male

managers. This leads to the conclusion that the first hypothesis is confirmed, i.e. female

managers are more aware of network-building and maintaining competencies than male

managers.

The results from Table 3 also provide the input for testing the second hypothesis, i.e.

whether hierarchical position influences gender differences. Taking account of the

hierarchical level of management slightly changes the significance of the gender

differences, but does not change the overall conclusion of the first hypothesis. Since the

interaction of gender and management level has no significant impact on the rating of

the network competencies, it can be concluded that the second hypothesis can be

rejected: While managerial level influences the way in which network competencies are

rated (with the exception of solve conflicts), it does not influence the relative differences

between male and female managers.

To test the third hypothesis, that male and female managers perceive their network

competencies differently, a separate factor analysis was carried out for each gender, the

results of which are presented in tables 5 and 6.
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Table 5: Factor analysis for male managers

 Rotated Component Matrix
Factor 1

(Informal)
Factor 2

(Leadership)
Factor 3
(Formal)

Factor 4
(Professional)

Establishing networks .720
Inspire and motivate .641 .309
Act as a liaison .631 .486
Solve conflicts .619 .398
Acquire resources .532
Be an ambassador .521 .327
Create cooperation .456
Express the vision .823
Setting goals and means .751
Convey attitudes .726
Ability to control .704
Ability to plan .380 .696
Follow up on goals and tasks .449 .587
Oversee and coordinate .301 .471 .412
Ability to take responsibility .339 .445 .375
Ability to solve problems .322 .622
Professional knowledge .619
Initiate new activities .463 .604
Make decisions .329 .550
Create results .452 .511
Explained variation 16.1% 15.1% 12.8% 12.6%
Note: Loadings below .3 have been suppressed.

For male managers, the first factor can be identified as ‘informal’, which includes

almost all the interpersonal competencies. The second factor is termed ‘leadership’, and

the last two factors, ‘formal’ and ‘professional’ are made up of competencies regarding

general managerial tasks and professional knowledge and skills respectively.

Table 6: Factor analysis for female managers

 Rotated Component Matrix

Factor 1
(Leadership)

Factor 2
(Coach)

Factor 3
(Formal)

Convey attitudes .858
Express the vision .843
Establishing networks .726 .403
Setting goals and means .703
Be an ambassador .664 .385
Act as a liaison .616
Acquire resources .586 .381
Inspire and motivate .844
Solve conflicts .810
Create cooperation .778
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Ability to solve problems .695 .470
Initiate new activities .367 .662
Ability to plan .830
Ability to control .715
Make decisions .518 .692
Follow up on goals and tasks .679
Oversee and coordinate .368 .644
Professional knowledge .561
Ability to take responsibility .523 .560
Create results .422 .477
Explained variation 21.8% 21.0% 20.1%
Note: Loadings below .3 have been suppressed

In the factor analysis for female managers, only three factors emerge: ‘leadership’,

‘coach’ and ‘formal’. This is a very important difference from the factor analysis for

male managers, which did not identify the ‘coach’ factor. Nor is there a separate factor

for professional skills, since these competencies are included in the formal factor.

In the factor analysis for male managers, the ‘formal’ factor is mostly made up of the

‘formal’ and ’professional’ factors, whereas the ‘leadership’ and ‘coach’ factors are

mostly made up of competencies from the ‘informal’ and ‘leadership’ factors from

Table 5. It is interesting to note, however, that establishing networks, be an ambassador

and acquire resources, which were clearly part of the ‘informal’ factor for male

managers, are now grouped with the competencies under the factor termed ‘leadership’.

‘Leadership’ can thus be assumed to be closely linked to the concept of instrumental

network relations, while the ‘coach’ factor is conceptually close to the expressive

network. While female managers seem to rate network-related competencies higher than

their male colleagues, the competencies associated with the informal factor are (both

intuitively and empirically) grouped with such competencies as convey attitudes,

express the vision and setting goals and means. This indicates that female managers are

not only aware of the social networks, but that they also know how to exploit them in

both their managerial jobs and further careers.

These results do not directly support the hypothesis that female managers tend to

develop two gender-segregated networks in organizations, as proposed by Ibarra

(1992a; 1997). However, the factor analyses clearly show that the competencies related

to social networks are rated and used differently by male and female managers. For

female managers, the explicit network competencies are linked to traditional leadership
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values such as conveying attitudes and expressing values, while male managers tend to

group them with other interpersonal competencies, such as inspiring and motivating and

creating cooperation. This clearly supports the third hypothesis, and thus the fact that

male managers do not perceive their network-related competencies in the same way as

female managers.

5 DISCUSSION

While there is no denying the importance of social networks in organizations, they

should not be exaggerated. Reif et al. (1973) warn against attaching too much

importance to informal structures at the expense of formal structures. As social

networks develop to satisfy the needs of individuals, many professional needs are

satisfied by the organizational structures already in place. This is likely to be a

consequence of the perceived illegitimacy of using social networks for personal gain,

which, as indicated, is felt more by female managers (Rutherford, 2001). The analyses

of the items that make up the managerial competencies indicate that some network-

related competencies are rated differently between genders. For example, an exhaustive

review by Reif et al. (1975) showed that gender differences in management style were

more perceived than real.

Due to the survey design, the results express perceived behavior, and hence cannot be

used as a direct indicator of the actual behavior of the respondent. This, however, is

common to many other studies of this nature. In consequence, the findings show that,

while women are more aware of social networks than their male counterparts, they do

not necessarily use them in the same way. If female managers generally lacked access to

the social networks which could promote their own personal interests, it would lead to

an increase in the perceived importance of these social relations for female managers.

This is supported by the fact that almost half (49%) of female managers in a sample of

top managers in Fortune 1000 companies (Townsend, 1996) rate ‘exclusion from

informal networks’ as a factor preventing their advancement to corporate leadership,

while only 15% of male managers rate this as an important barrier for female managers.

There is less agreement about the difference between genders in the size of networks.

McGuire (2000), for example, shows that female managers have just as large social
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networks as their male colleagues. As this research shows, there is a clear difference in

how social networks are developed and used, which indicates that networks per se are

not beneficial if they are not used consciously (Davies-Netzley, 1998). As is generally

the case with this kind of research, the issue of causality is not clear. Thus, it cannot be

determined whether managers have a preference for certain managerial competencies,

which then determine the way they develop and use social networks, or whether their

structural position in those networks make them attach greater importance to some

preferences rather than others – an issue discussed in more detail in (Moore, 1988).

According to Burt (1999), women tend to have clique networks (dense and mutually

sustaining) as opposed to the entrepreneurial networks (sparse, low redundancy) of their

male colleagues. However, it can also be argued that female managers’ homophilous

preference for networks with other female managers could lead to more

interdepartmental relations if there are few other women in the same department.

Studies (Granovetter, 1983; Podolny & Baron, 1997; Burt, 1999; 2000c) show that

interdepartmental ties which span structural holes could lead to an organizational

advantage. In vertical relations in the organization, the segregation of content in gender-

specific networks also seems to be found in the support received by female managers

from male and female mentors respectively (Ragins et al., 1998).

Social networks are not necessarily a shortcut to power in an organization, however,

since intra-organizational social networks can have the somewhat paradoxical effect of

maintaining and strengthening the formal structures (McGuire, 2000; 2002). Since the

mechanisms driving the creation and development of social networks are not explicitly

defined and dictated by the formal organization, they cannot be easily changed by

formal intervention. This might be a potential barrier to those female managers who

want to use social networks for personal goals within the organization (Ridgeway,

1997).

Given the data available for this survey, the discussion of future developments can only

be somewhat tentative. If female managers feel excluded from male managers’ old-boys

network (Townsend, 1996; Davies-Netzley, 1998), it would lead to a greater focus on

the competencies necessary to become part of those networks. This builds on the

assumption that the informal structures and mechanisms in organizations are more
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likely to reinforce than to equalize structural differences. Since formal barriers

preventing women from climbing the corporate ladder have been gradually removed,

the ones that remain might be those created and reinforced by social networks (Moore,

1988). The fact that female managers seem to be more aware of the importance of being

able to develop and use social networks within organizations than their male colleagues

could, over time, encourage them to develop more efficient networks and make better

use of them. However, the fact that they use network-related competencies differently

than their male colleagues gives no clear indication as to how these gender differences

are likely to change over time.

One factor which might have influenced the results of this paper is that much of the

organizational social network literature stems from Anglo-American business schools

and managers, while this research is based on Danish managers. Specifically, Hofstede

(1997) draws attention to two significant differences between American and

Scandinavian cultures, namely the significantly lower power distance and the much

more feminine aspects of Danish culture compared with American culture.

While the effects of this may not be evident, some indications might be identified. A

feminine culture is characterized by, among other things, a preference egalitarianism,

both in society and in organizations (Hofstede, 1997). Therefore, gender differences in

the use of social networks in the various hierarchical levels are likely to be less

important in Danish companies than in many other countries. Similarly, the bias of the

feminine value system towards non-tangible values might lead to smaller gender

differences in management styles and preferences. The difference between male and

female managers might thus be expected to be less evident in the much more feminine

Scandinavian countries, and the differences identified in this paper are likely to be more

explicit in most other cultures. However, cross-cultural research indicates that there is a

significant homogeneous pattern in gender differences in social networks across

national cultures (Moore, 1988). Thus, bearing the above-mentioned issues in mind, the

results of this paper could well be generalized to other countries.

Another possible problem with generalizing the results of this research is the fact that

female managers in the private sector only make up 11.6% of the sample (66 cases),

which affects the assumptions of some of the analyses. The results might be influenced
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by the exclusion of managers in the public sector, where female managers constitute

24.1% of the sample. However, research carried out by Moore (1992) on the public

sector has reached similar conclusions to this paper.

It is also important to note that the female managers in the sample are significantly

younger than their male colleagues, and that they are overrepresented in very small

companies (0-10 employees). Factors such as social background, education, age, tenure,

and marital status might play a role for some of the differences presented in this paper

(Fischer & Oliker, 1983; Campbell, 1988; Straits, 1996; Oakley, 2000). However, the

implications of these differences are far from clear (Burt, 1999), and say nothing about

how this affects the conclusions of the paper.

6 CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Female managers attach greater importance to most of the managerial competencies

needed to build, develop and use social networks in their jobs. This is both in contrast to

and a consequence of the fact that female managers often feel excluded from the

informal structures in organizations (Townsend, 1996). However, as the paper has

shown, some important factors might explain the apparent misfit between the

importance attached by female managers to those competencies and the benefits they

reap from their social networks.

Two separate factor analyses provide some insights into the different ways in which

male and female managers perceive, develop and use their social networks and the fact

that they do not seem to use them for the same purposes, although this study cannot

directly determine the kinds of network each manager is part of. Whereas male

managers seem to use the social network as a general interpersonal competence, female

managers seem to use it as part of a leadership role, or for giving and receiving support.

For female managers, therefore, the more aggressive use of the social network seems to

be associated with traditional leadership competencies like conveying attitudes and

expressing visions. This supports the third hypothesis that female managers tend to

develop two separate networks – one for friendship and support and another for advice

and to advance personal goals within the organization. While the results do not

specifically support the idea that the social networks of female managers are gender-
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segregated (Ibarra, 1992a; 1997), since there are so few women in top management, it

can be assumed that most of the ties with higher-placed managers are likely to be to

men – both for male and female managers.

The findings of this research point to new and interesting avenues for further research.

Using network theory, it would be possible to carry out formal analyses of multiplicity

in male and female managers’ types of network (friendship, work-related and advice) in

order to test for the existence of major differences in how the social networks are

structured. Furthermore, such analyses could shed some light on the degree of

homophily in networks for each gender and differences in the value attached to social

networks by male and female managers. A network analysis of a bounded, sociocentric

network would allow the analysis of the specific network structures of managers of both

sexes and of possible non-reciprocal ties among them.

Since the survey data is insufficient for the purposes of longitudinal studies of changes

in social networks (Scott, R. W. & Christensen, 1995; Suitor, J. & Keeton, 1997), it is

not possible to test whether gender differences will be reinforced rather than reduced

over time. If the number of women in managerial positions, particularly in top

management, were to increase, the importance of homophily in the development of

social networks would lose some of its effect, which is likely to lead to smaller gender

differences in the way social networks are perceived and used. The psychological

mechanism of association might play an important role in the creation of social

networks. Since men have traditionally held the most powerful positions in

organizations, the likelihood is of a tendency towards a self-fulfilling prophecy of

success for male managers early in their career. The trend towards more women in the

higher ranks of management might prove to have a significant impact on social

networks in organizations – for both women and men.

On an organizational level, it would be useful to gain an insight into whether

organizations would benefit from conscious changes in the social network patterns of

male and female managers and how these changed network structures would affect

organizations.

In conclusion, by analyzing the importance managers attach to competencies related to

creating and developing social networks, this study has taken an important step towards
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determining gender differences in the perception of social networks. By including the

effects of hierarchy and discussing the implications of gender differences over time, this

paper has filled a gap in previous research.
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SOCIAL NETWORKS IN ORGANIZATIONS – THE

EFFECT OF HIERARCHY ON PERSONAL

COMMUNICATION

Abstract

Network analysis has recently become an increasingly accepted tool for organizational

analysis, as it allows for studying relevant social interactions within, as well as across,

organizational boundaries. In this paper, social network analysis is used to examine

interactions of formal structure and social networks, as well as to review important

methodological aspects of social network analysis in organizational studies. The

network analysis is performed in a traditional, industrial organization with a classic

hierarchical structure currently in transition, using QAP analysis. It is tested if

hierarchical distance influences both personal communication and whether or not the

communication is reciprocated. Both hypotheses are confirmed, the implications of

which are discussed.

Key words

Hierarchy, personal communication, prestige, reciprocity, organization
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ever since the workplace became the centre of attention for academics, the importance

of the interpersonal interaction between employees has been recognized. Some of the

first research to actively deal with the interpersonal relations in the workplace and the

effects of this on the organization was developed as part of the seminal Hawthorne

Studies in the 1920’s. Mayo (1971) introduced the somewhat paradoxical idea of how a

manager should organize spontaneous cooperation among the employees (Bendix &

Fisher, 1949). Since then, extensive research has been done on the interplay between an

organization’s formal structure and social networks (Monge & Eisenberg, 1987;

Stevenson, 1990; Heald et al., 1998; Dirks et al., 2001; Johnson & Orbach, 2002).

There seems to be some consensus in the literature that formal structures and social

networks coexist and supplement each other (Johanson, 2000; Monge & Contractor,

2001) or even are so intertwined as to being hardly distinguishable (Mintzberg, 1983a).

While that might be an extreme view, it appears that the social networks are heavily

influenced by the formal structure, and that the dynamics of the organization is

dependent on the social networks (Reif et al., 1973; Simon, 1976; Han, Shin-Kap,

1996).

There is hardly a decisive argument on which type of organization is most influenced by

social networks, but some indications can be presented. As suggested by Mintzberg

(1983b) organizations with a large formal structure provide a greater opportunity for

larger and more complex informal structures to develop. Thus, social networks will

more easily develop where there’s a formal communication structure to partner (Groat,

1997). On the other hand, an organization with a weak formal structure might pave the

way for an informal structure to fill the communication gap. When communication

within an organization is not well developed or clearly defined, social networks will

develop as essential and necessary means of communication within the organization

(Farris, 1979; Mintzberg, 1983b).

Identifying and defining the social networks in any organization is far from a

straightforward task. This has to do with the inherent lack of structure and implicit

nature of social networks. Krackhardt & Hanson (1993) liken social networks in
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organizations with a living organism’s nervous system, the bones representing the

formal organization. While the social networks might develop for a variety of reasons,

the organization in which they occur is clearly an important factor in how they develop.

Therefore, it is important to study social networks in organizations as emergent

interpersonal relations which might or might not be initiated and influenced by the

formal structures in organizations.

It is the goal of this paper to explore the importance of hierarchical distance on personal

and confidential communication at the dyadic level. While the possibility of co-

evolution of social networks and formal structures is acknowledged, it is considered to

be beyond the scope of this paper.

In the following, a theoretical framework is presented, leading to the formulation of the

two main hypotheses of this paper. After a description of the methodology, a network

analysis is used to identify the importance of the formal structure on the social relations

in an organization and the results are discussed. Finally, the implications and

possibilities for further advances are presented.

2 SOCIAL NETWORKS IN ORGANIZATIONS

Why do people seek social relations in a formal workplace setting? An intuitive answer

might be that individuals do not stop being social beings when placed in a formal

workplace setting. For the purpose of this paper, the following definition of social

networks will serve as the point of departure: “The term ”Informal organizations” refers

to interpersonal relations in the organization that affect decisions within it but either are

omitted from the formal scheme or are not consistent with that scheme” (Simon,

1976:148). These interpersonal relationships are emergent structures, created and

changed by the individuals’ needs and not mandated by management or the formal

organization. It is important to note, however, that social networks in organizations are

almost inevitably concurrent with formal relations, given the multiplex nature of

relations between individuals in formal settings (Minor, 1983; Burt & Schøtt, 1985).

The individual’s motive for creating and maintaining social networks can broadly be

divided into work related and personal reasons. Even work related interactions are

likely to flow outside the formal communication structures in the organizations. This
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can happen for various reasons, such as getting information faster by short circuiting the

normal communication chain, political maneuvering by including or excluding key

individuals in the information flow, or influencing important organizational players.

On a personal level, the social networks play an important part in helping the individual

make sense of the organization and the individual’s place therein. Social networks can

help shaping identity and self-esteem by satisfying affiliation needs and by constructing

a framework of social reality, which can help individuals cope with uncertainty or

dissatisfaction in the workplace (Pfeffer et al., 1976; Farris, 1979; Krackhardt & Stern,

1988; Faust, 1997; Haslam, S. A., 2001).

In order to categorize personal relations, which can range from weak acquaintance to

strong affection or kinship, it is necessary to determine the strength of the relation in a

valid and reliable manner. Since the seminal article by Granovetter (1973) about the

strength of weak ties, there has been an ongoing debate about both the theoretical and

the methodological implications of how the strength of a tie should or could be

measured (Granovetter, 1983; Marsden & Campbell, 1984). A key point of the strength-

of-weak-ties argument is that a network consisting of strong ties has some degree of

redundancy, whereas the weak ties would often provide access to individuals who might

provide new information – and subsequent access to a new group of individuals. While

part of this theory’s popularity is likely to stem from its intuitive nature, it has proven to

be rather robust, while some issues, such whether the theory has prescriptive properties,

are left unresolved (Granovetter, 1983; Krackhardt, 1992; Levin et al., 2002a). The

theory is partially based on the concepts of homophily – “a tendency for friendships to

form between those who are alike in some designated respect” (Lazarsfeld & Merton,

1954:23) – and its correlative term heterophily. People consciously and unconsciously

seek social ties with people like themselves to form personal relationships. In order for

new information to flow between dense, strongly tied subgroups, however, individuals

also need to have weak, bridging links to other individuals. Thus, two motives for the

creation and development of social ties can be identified as the homophilous

interactions in which similar resources are shared and the heterophilous interactions

promoting the exchange of dissimilar resources (Lin, 2001:48).
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Because of the strength of friendship ties and the importance of such relations,

friendship relations have been the focus of several studies (Lazarsfeld & Merton, 1954;

Krackhardt & Kilduff, 1990; 1999; Brewer & Webster, 2000). While Fischer, claimed

that “that ‘friend’ is probably too vague a concept to be used in scientific research”

(1982:288), the problem is mainly methodological. In a recent study, (Zeggelink, E. P.

H. et al., 2003), use a 6 point friendship scale explicitly detailing what is meant by each

level of friendship relation and several other studies have focused on friendship

networks (Lazarsfeld & Merton, 1954; Krackhardt & Kilduff, 1990; Suitor, J. &

Keeton, 1997; Brewer & Webster, 2000; Zeggelink, E. P. H. et al., 2003).

Introducing the concept of philos, Krackhardt (1992), both expands Granovetter’s

theory of strength-of-weak-ties by underlining the importance of friendship networks in

organizations and also distances himself from the term ‘friendship’. He highlights

interaction, affection, and time as the necessary conditions for philos to exist in a dyadic

relationship, which will inevitably lead to a strong tie. This is due to the amount of trust,

which is built into such ties, and which is both a central part of effective knowledge

transfer and of social support (Levin et al., 2002a).

Whether called friendship or philos relations, the interpersonal relations bond individual

together in an organization, and need explicit and stringent methodological

consideration when measured. In this study, for reasons which are presented in the

method section, the personal communication network is studied instead of the

friendship network.

The social networks and particularly the friendship bonds provide support that

transcends the individual, and Krackhardt and Stern (1988) used simulations to show

how the structure of friendship ties in the organization affects its ability to handle

uncertainty and crisis. Thus, friendship ties can be more effective in organizational

decision-making and persuasion of individuals than other ties, namely in the advice

networks or formal relations. This is especially true in times of organizational crisis

and/or change processes.

It is therefore likely that an individual’s formal position in the organization influences

the friendship relations of that individual (Krackhardt, 1992). Even though Baker (1992)

found that among several factors, hierarchical distance was the least limiting factor for
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social relations, it is believed that the difference between two individuals’ position in

the organization influences the social ties (Blau, 1963; Johanson, 2000). This leads to

the first hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: Hierarchical distance decreases the level of personal communication

In self-reported data, one would expect quite a lot of non-reciprocated ties as a result of

the cognitive inconsistencies as found in several studies (Kumbasar et al., 1994;

Webster, 1995b). While some research has been done on the individual’s ability to

correctly determine the patterns of interpersonal relations in an organization

(Krackhardt, 1990; Casciaro, 1998), the existence and importance of non-reciprocated

ties in sociometric network analysis have not been thoroughly explained and have been

hampered by the lack of common language. Using the terminology presented by Carley

and Krackhardt (1996), the personal communication between two people should be

inherently symmetric, so there is reason to attach importance to the non-reciprocated

ties in such a network.

Instead of regarding non-reciprocated ties as omissions or errors, the non-reciprocated

ties in the personal communication network will be analyzed to determine whether they

can be used to identify the prestige effect influenced by the relative difference in

position between two individuals in an organization.

Webster (1995a) has shown that status difference has a significant influence on how

individuals organize their perceptions of others, and it has been suggested that actors

seem to report more links to individuals higher in the organizational hierarchy – what is

known as the prestige effect (Lin, 2001; Johnson & Orbach, 2002). In a sociometric

network analysis, this would typically be measured by lower placed individuals

reporting communication with higher placed individuals, which the higher placed

individuals do not confirm. There are several reasons why an individual could benefit

from social interaction with someone placed higher in the hierarchy (Lincoln & Miller,

1979; Brass, 1992; Ibarra & Andrews, 1993), so these non-reciprocated ties could be the

outcome of wishful thinking. This point is captured in the second hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: Non-confirmed ties are more likely to exist upwards in the hierarchy.

While the two hypotheses are conceptually linked, their theoretical foundations and

implications remain very different. While the first hypothesis is based on the concept of
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homophily, the second hypothesis deals with the prestige effect, which is interaction

with somewhat heteronomous individuals. In the following, the method will be

presented before testing the hypotheses.

3 METHOD

The organization chosen for this study is a Danish subdivision of a large, international

company in the market for automation technologies, for the sake of confidentiality

called AutoTech. AutoTech is geographically dispersed throughout Denmark with

managers in each of the 12 locations, including the head office. Each location runs

mostly autonomously, although some of the recent changes have centralized some of the

major decisions.

AutoTech has been undergoing continuous change since 1999 when a change in

markets led to a series of reorganization and a stronger focus on profitability and

innovation. As is often the case in large production based companies this shift entailed

problems for some employees and a number of lay-offs were necessary. Prior to the

network analyses performed, the latest reorganization had been almost completed, but it

was widely known within the organization that more changes and possible lay-offs lay

ahead.

The network chosen for the study was the top 30 people in the organization, comprised

of 26 managers at various levels, one chief financial officer, and two executive

assistants and the CEO. This group of 30 individuals comprised the management team

who met 4-6 times a year to discuss strategic and organizational matters. The division of

the respondents as to job titles is shown in Table 1.

Table 3. Members of the Managerial Team

Level Title Number
1 Junior sales 6
2 Senior sales 4
3 Local managers 13
4 Region managers 3
5 Executive assistants 2
6 Financial controller 1
7 CEO 1
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Since the management team in the organization consisted of just one female manager

apart from the two female executive assistants, it is not necessary or meaningful to

discuss the differences in men’s and women’s personal networks (Moore, 1990; Ibarra,

1992a; Burt, 1999; Waldstrøm, 2001a).

Even though AutoTech can be classified as a traditional and hierarchical organization, it

is important to bear in mind, that low power distance in Denmark (Hofstede, 1997)

might reduce the importance of hierarchical distance.

Before this research project was initiated, the CEO of the AutoTech gave his full

support and commitment. The network data was collected using a sociocentric web-

based network questionnaire distributed to every member of the leadership team in the

organization. They were asked beforehand for their participation in the survey and then

sent a mail to guide them to an on-line questionnaire. The survey asked them for

frequency of interaction and types of interaction with each of their colleagues in the

management team with a roster of the other members in alphabetical order. From HR

records information on each manager, such as age, tenure, sex, geographical location,

job title, as well as the formal, hierarchical relations among the managers was extracted.

In this paper, the only question used for analysis is “With whom of your colleagues do

you discuss personal/confidential matters”. The answer to this question is used as an

indicator for the personal communication network specifying both the social and

confidential aspect of the interaction, and will be referred to as the personal

communication network in the following. While confidential communication might be

non-personal in nature, e.g. when discussing sensitive corporate matters, it is not

perceived to be a problem for the overall findings of this paper. Some problems might

arise from the wording of this question, however, as discussed in the limitations of this

paper.

Before any data collection took place, the direct consent from each participant was

given, and a written ethical contract was worked out with the CEO. It was stressed that

participation in the study was purely voluntary.

To determine the correlation between matrices, QAP (Quadratic Assignment Procedure)

(Hubert & Schultz, 1976) correlations and regressions are used, as suggested by

Krackhardt (1987b), computed in the UCINET program. QAP correlation is analogous
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to a standard correlation and ”[c]omputes [the] correlation between entries of two

square matrices, and assess the frequency of random correlations as large as actually

observed” (Borgatti et al., 2002a). Since the computations are based on assessments

based on a (large) number of random permutations, the p-values are slightly different

for each computation. These variations are negligible for the purpose of this paper. The

results of the QAP computations in UCINET have shown not to be completely robust in

all situations. However, this is not found to be a problem in any of the present analyses.

The number of permutations is 2500 by default.

In plotting the sociogram in Figure 3, the guidelines for drawing, manipulating and

interpreting the network plots are observed (Moreno, 1942; Freeman, 2000b) using the

spring embedding algorithm in NetDraw (Borgatti, 2002).

The results of the social network analysis were presented to the CEO, shortly after

completion. During a subsequent interview, the CEO validated the formal

interpretations of the organization and confirmed the overall structures of the social

networks, especially his own ties.

4 RESULTS

The response rate reached 100% after one mail reminder and therefore no non-response

analysis is necessary. The social network depicting the personal communication

network is represented in Figure 3. Each arrow from one node to another represents that

one respondent marked another respondent as an individual with whom personal

communication takes place. A two-way arrow indicates that the perception of the

exchange of personal communication is reciprocated by both respondents.
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Figure 3. Personal communication network.

Legend: Down triangle = junior salesperson; up arrow = senior salesperson; circle =
local manager; square = regional manager; diamond = executive assistant; double
triangle = financial controller; black circle = CEO. From the lowest ranking manager to
the highest, the objects’ fill is gradually darker.

Of the 107 reported ties in the personal network, only 42 were reciprocated ties (21

double arrows) - 65 ties were non-reciprocated. This proportion is higher than

anticipated (Kumbasar et al., 1994; Webster, 1995b), and is too important to disregard

in the analysis.

To test the first hypothesis of the importance of hierarchical distance and personal

networks, the managers were split into the 7 levels presented in Table 3.

From that information, a matrix was produced with each cell being the pair wise

positional difference between the manager in the row and the manager in the column. A

positive value in a particular cell means that the manager in the row has a higher
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position than the manager in the column - inversely so with negative values. The

computed values are transformed into absolute values as a measure of the relative

hierarchical distance between any two managers. In order to test for any correlation

between this distance and the personal networks (a binary matrix indication of reported

ties), a QAP correlation is performed, and the results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Hypothesis 1 results

QAP correlation Value Signif Abg SD P(large) P(small) Nperm

Pearson Correlation -.133 .000 -.001 .045 .999 .000 2500

The correlation between hierarchical distance and personal network is significant

(p=.000) and negative (-.133). This means that the hypothesis is supported: As

hierarchical distance increases, personal interaction decreases.

To test the hypothesis of the interaction of hierarchical distance on the number and

direction of the non-reciprocated ties, reported interactions of a personal nature that

were reported by both sets of managers were removed so as to isolate the non-

reciprocated ties which, for reasons stated above, are particularly interesting. In order to

determine the direction of the non-reciprocated ties, the hierarchical distance between

managers was kept as relative values, including both positive and negative values. A

QAP correlation is computed on this relative difference in hierarchy and the matrix of

the personal network, and the results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Hypothesis 2 results

QAP correlation Value Signif Abg SD P(large) P(small) Nperm

Pearson Correlation -.135 .013 .003 .060 .988 .013 2500

The correlation between hierarchical distance and non-reciprocated ties in the personal

network is significant (.013) and negative (-.135). Thus, it seems that a lower ranking

manager is more likely to report a tie to a higher ranking manager that the higher ranked

manager does not confirm.
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To test for alternative explanations and spurious relations, a QAP regression was

performed with the control variables relative age-differences and tenure-differences

respectively. The relative tenure-matrix is not significantly correlated with the personal

relations matrix.

The relative age-difference is significant, yielding the results as in Table 6.

Table 6. QAP-regression: Personal communication with hierarchy and age

Independent Un-stdized coeff
Std
coefficient

Sign.
Prop as
large

Prop as
small

Intercept .123 .000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Position_diff -.0148 -.0944 .027 .973 .027

Age_diff -.00236 -.0777 .055 .945 .055

Thus, the inclusion of control variables does not change the correlations between

hierarchical distance and personal communication. This finding is in line with the main

conclusions of Fischer’s (1982) finding, that friendship networks were negatively

correlated with age difference.

5 DISCUSSION

The presence of the large number of non-reciprocated ties might indicate that

respondents have attached different meanings to what constitutes a personal/confidential

communication. However, in this case, the population is very homogeneous, varying

mostly in age (between 28 and 57), since they were mostly men, same culture,

occupational background, etc. More specifically, the phrasing of the question might

have given rise to some differences in the answers. Respondents were asked whether

they had ‘personal/confidential communication’ with their colleagues. It is possible that

‘personal’ and ‘confidential’ communication is seen by some respondents as two

distinct types of communication which might not be conceptually equal. Moreover, it is

reasonable to expect a relationship between two people in which one type of

communication would be exchanged and not the other. A higher-ranking manager might
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not want to have a personal relation with the lower level managers for professional

reasons but might need to have a degree of confidentiality with them vis-à-vis

organizational issues.

One possible limitation for this study is the ranking of the individuals on the

hierarchical levels, which was performed post-hoc, after an interview with the CEO.

The characterization of the executive assistants was particularly tricky, since they held

very important positions in the organization with large autonomy in divisions and high

support from the CEO, while their job descriptions indicate a lower rank. However,

different rankings did not change the results or the implications of this paper.

An alternative method for testing the influence of one network on another is by using

exponential random graph models (p*-models) (Anderson et al., 1999) and logistic

regression (Lazega & van Duijn, 1997) and work such as Snijders (2003) and

Schweinberger & Snijders (2003). However, these techniques are disproportionate for a

study of this nature, while they point at avenues for further exploration, particularly

with the issue of causal direction.

Prior to the data collection, all respondents were informed that the CEO would see the

complete network analyses. This might have influenced the responses from some

respondents. In this light the 11 non-reciprocated ties of personal/confidential

communication to the CEO look suspect, and while this might be an indication of some

pressure felt by the respondents, this pattern of non-reciprocated ties is the same with

the regional managers, who would not gain access to the results. While the possibility of

an influence on the respondents cannot be ruled out, there is no clear indication that it is

the case.

In any self-reporting questionnaire there is a possible problem of informant accuracy,

but a satisfactory discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper. For a

review, see (Killworth & Bernard, 1976; Freeman et al., 1987; Feld & Carter, 2002).

While these limitations are important to take into account, they do not seriously

question the robustness of the methodological foundation or the conclusions of this

paper.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

As presented in the theoretical part of the paper, there is a very important interplay

between the formal structure of an organization and the social relations within. The

result presented in this paper proved how the positional distance in the formal hierarchy

influences the personal communication network. It is important to acknowledge that

while social ties are emergent and arise in a seemingly spontaneous fashion, this does

not mean that they are created and developed independently of the formal structure.

As proven by the testing of the hypotheses, the distance between two individuals in an

organization is a barrier to personal and confidential communication. While this was to

be expected, given the indications in the literature, several factors in this case make the

results particularly interesting.

Since the members in the management team were located at several locations, the

geographical distances between managers at the same hierarchical level and the

proximity of managers at different hierarchical levels could be expected to give an

opposite network pattern. The physical proximity of two managers ought to be a factor

increasing the likelihood of personal communication between supervisor/subordinate,

but preliminary tests in this research did not provide evidence for this.

Given the almost single gender study nature of the network, the effects of inter-gender

relationships can be disregarded in this study, leading to a clearer conclusion, while

raising the issue of the generalizability of the results. However, no conclusive or

intuitive directions have been given in the literature as to how these results could have

been different, had the gender distribution been different.

While the organization was based on a traditional hierarchical structure, it is important

to note that all managers were Danish and, as is the case in the other Scandinavian

countries, are characterized by a low power distance and a feminine management style

(Hofstede, 1997). This is an important aspect, since the effect of hierarchical distance is

likely to be stronger in cultures with a traditionally higher power distance.

Finally, the direction of the non-reciprocated ties upwards in the hierarchy is both

systematic and significant. While several factors could be leading to this phenomenon,

it is very likely that the prestige effect has an important influence. These prestige ties
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are especially important given the findings from hypothesis 1, that hierarchical distance

is a significant hindrance to the development of personal ties.

While each of the findings of this paper is consistent with prior findings and the

suggestions presented in the literature review in section 2 of this paper, the primary

focus in this paper is the interaction between the personal communication and

hierarchical distance. This warrants the highlighting of several important implications.

7 IMPLICATIONS

For researchers in the fields of organizational theory and social network analysis, the

main implication is that non-reciprocated ties in a simple sociocentric network analysis

should not be disregarded as insignificant or unimportant. As demonstrated in this

study, non-reciprocated ties may indeed offer valuable information due to their number

and systematic skewness.

One of the most significant findings at the methodological level is the sheer number of

non-reciprocated ties in this case. The apparent disagreement of the individuals on the

ties at the dyadic level is important in the discussion of whether individuals can

correctly identify ties between other individuals in a group (Krackhardt, 1987a; 1990)

and in the study of ego-centric network data (McCarty, 2002), where the validation of

reciprocation of ties is not possible.

On a general level, practitioners should pay attention to the importance of the social

networks and particularly that the personal networks in the organization are influenced

by the hierarchical distance. While some managers might be conscious about the

asymmetric nature of the flow of personal and/or confidential nature upwards in the

hierarchy and even think of it as an optimal situation, it is still a very characteristic

skewness. This systematic skewness might be a symptom of underlying problems in the

overall communication in the organization and should be researched further.

The above-mentioned issue of informant accuracy has some serious implications for

practitioners too. Many companies – including AutoTech – spend vast resources

performing quantitative measures on job performance, satisfaction, and general ability

of the members of the organization. In light of the inconsistencies shown in this study, it
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is important to be critical of both the accuracy and the subsequent benefit of those

measures, especially in self reported data.

Finally, practitioners might benefit much from using social network analysis carefully.

Without a serious social network analysis very important facets of the organizational

dynamics might either be ignored or misinterpreted.
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STRENGTH OF TIES AND THE

ORGANIZATIONAL ADVICE NETWORK

Abstract

This paper explores the importance of interpersonal communication in advice seeking in

social networks. Building on the theories of the mediating role of the strength of ties in

knowledge transfer, four hypotheses are proposed: (i) at the dyadic level, there is a high

level of agreement on the existence of a tie in the advice network, (ii) some degree of

reciprocity exists in the advice network, (iii) asking for advice is more dependent on

strong, personal relations than working relations, and (iv) centrality in the advice

network is a curvilinear function of centrality in the personal network.

Using a sociocentric social network analysis of the advice network in a small,

knowledge intensive organization, support is found for all hypotheses, highlighting

some of the necessary conditions for the active knowledge seeking in organizations. In

closing, implications for research are addressed.

Keywords

Advice, Personal Relationships, Social Network Analysis, Knowledge, Organization
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, two fields within intra-organizational communication have

attracted particular interest. Social network analysis has developed into a field in its

own right with increasing focus on intra-organizational analysis, based on factors such

as the importance of networks (Krackhardt, 1990; Marsden, 1990; Nohria & Eccles,

1992), ties and network structure (Granovetter, 1973; Burt, 1992), a structured

methodology for social network analysis (Freeman, 1978/79; Marsden, 1990;

Wasserman & Faust, 1994; Scott, J., 2000), software for network analysis (Krackhardt

et al., 1994; Borgatti et al., 2002b), and social capital (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998;

Gabbay & Leenders, 2001; Lin, 2001). Knowledge management (KM) has developed as

a necessary corollary of the increasing focus on the necessity of innovation, change, and

adaptation by creating and sharing knowledge within organizations (Nonaka &

Takeuchi, 1995; von Krogh et al., 2000). As the two fields have developed, it seems

worthwhile to investigate the cross-sections and interaction between the two fields –

how knowledge is transferred through social networks in organizations.

Fundamentally, there are two strategies by which organizations can actively enable the

transfer of knowledge in organizations, namely the codification strategy and the

personalization strategy (Hansen et al., 1999), The codification strategy implies

collection, coding, storing and distribution knowledge throughout the organization,

whereas the personalization strategy highlights the importance of face-to-face contact

for the transfer of knowledge between individuals in the organization. The best strategy

for transferring knowledge at the organizational as well as the individual level is

primarily dependent on the type of knowledge and on the task at hand (Cross et al.,

2001b). Inter-personal relations, however, play a very significant role in the transfer of

information, knowledge and advice in organizations (Krackhardt, 1992; Cross et al.,

2001c).

The aim of this paper is to present the factors behind one aspect of knowledge sharing,

namely advice seeking. In other words: What determines whom individuals seek out in

asking for advice. In section two, this paper will present a theoretical framework of the

importance of social networks in the role of advice networks in organizations, followed
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by a presentation of the methodology and description of the case organization in section

three. In section four, the results of the study are presented, followed by a discussion of

the results and the assumptions on which they are based in section five. Finally, the

implications for further research are presented.

2 ADVICE NETWORKS

In one of the most important contributions to social network analysis, Granovetter

(1973) presents the concept of the strength of weak ties in a job seeking situation. The

main idea is that in the conscious process of gaining information, an extensive network

of loose acquaintances (weak ties) is more important than a dense friendship network.

This sociological theory has recently been imported into organizational theory (Hansen,

1999; Cross et al., 2001c), and Burt (1992) proposed the idea of the importance of

structural holes, which adds the sociocentric perspective in taking into account the

complete network structure. Subsequently, Burt (2000c) has shown the importance for

individuals of being able to span structural holes and stressing the role of the overall

network structure. This is because individuals, who have broad, low-density networks

with many non-redundant contacts have access to more information and can reap the

benefits of the tertius gaudens (Burt, 1992).

Much knowledge transfer requires some degree of trust and interdependence at the

dyadic level, and some degree of closure or density at the triadic or network level

(Lindenberg, 2000; Levin et al., 2002b; Lucas, 2002). Therefore it is important to

understand the interaction between advice seeking and social relations in a network.

Acknowledging the contribution by Granovetter (1983), Krackhardt (1992) further

develops the theory by challenging the assumptions of the weak ties in advice seeking,

advancing his theory of the strength of strong ties, while discussing the definition of

weak and strong ties. There are two main factors influencing the strength of a tie,

namely some measure of affect or closeness and the amount of interaction, based on

frequency and duration (Granovetter, 1983; Marsden & Campbell, 1984; Krackhardt,

1992). This interaction between different measures of strength of ties and advice

seeking behavior is the recurrent theme in the following hypotheses.
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Since advice seeking is determined in some part by measures of closeness and amount

of interaction, it is likely that there would be a high level of agreement of the existence

of a tie at the dyadic level in the advice network (Krackhardt & Kilduff, 1999). This

leads to:

Hypothesis 1: At the dyadic level, there is a high degree of consensus on the existence

of a tie in the advice network.

Furthermore the act of asking for advice can increase both closeness and interaction,

and thus increase the likelihood of a reciprocation of advice seeking (Lincoln & Miller,

1979; Lucas, 2002). This can be presented in the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2: At the dyadic level, there is some degree of reciprocity in seeking and

receiving advice.

The process of asking for advice is at the offset an instrumental action, in contrast to the

expressive nature of a friendship relation with a coworker. Instrumental relations in

organizations have been identified as vulnerable to organizational changes and to be

more volatile over time (Ibarra & Andrews, 1993). This should entail that the advice

network consists of weaker links and be less stable over time. It is not likely to be the

case, however, given the necessity of the strength of the relationship in advice seeking.

This is mainly due to the critical role of trust in knowledge transfer (Lindenberg, 2000;

Levin et al., 2002b; Lucas, 2002). Therefore it is highly probable that the existence of

personal communication between individuals is correlated with advice seeking.

Hypothesis 3: Asking for advice is determined by strong, personal relations.

Granovetter (1973) made a curvilinear prediction about the strength of a tie and the

amount of relevant access to information and knowledge, a prediction tested and proved

by Krackhardt (1992). Aggregating this theory to the network level, it seems reasonable

to assume that the individual’s centrality in the personal communication network is

positively correlated with centrality in the advice network only up to a certain point.

This would be the case if at some point the additional personal contact does not give

access to marginally more knowledge and further communication about personal

matters reduces the centrality in the advice network. Thus, the following hypothesis can

be proposed:
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Hypothesis 4: The centrality of an actor in the advice network is a curvilinear function

of the centrality in the personal communication network.

3 METHOD

Measures

The object of this study is to analyze whether there are factors which systematically

determine non-confirmations in the advice network in an organization.

In a sociocentric network analysis, a number of questions were asked concerning social

relations, namely “How often do you talk with the following colleagues?”17, “With

whom do you talk about personal issues?”, and “With whom do you talk about work

related matters?”

In order to explore the advice networks in the organization, two questions were asked:

“Whom do you ask for advice?” and “Who asks you for advice?” The answers to those

two questions lead to the following two matrices:

Advice_egotoalter (Ego asking Alter for advice)

Advice_altertoego (Alter asking Ego for advice)

In studying advice networks, one has to be particularly careful in the terminology used

in order to avoid misunderstandings and uncertainty in the interpretation of the results.

In this paper, the terminology and the underlying premises presented by Carley &

Krackhardt (1996) will be used. Thus, for the advice network, the following

combinations are possible:

Riji : whether i perceives that ego (i) is asking alter (j) for advice

Rijj : whether j perceives that alter (i) is asking ego (j) for advice

Rjii : whether i perceives that alter (j) is asking ego (i) for advice

Rjij : whether j perceives that ego (j) is asking alter (i) for advice

                                                  

17 Frequency was measured on a three point scale: 1=never/monthly, 2=weekly, 3=daily
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Three levels of inequality in dyadic relations can be presented: Non-confirmation, non-

symmetry, and non-reciprocity.

Non-confirmation occurs when two individuals are not in agreement over the existence

of a tie from one to the other, e.g. when ‘A’ reports asking ‘B’ for advice, and ‘B’ does

not report that ‘A’ asks ‘B’ for advice, which can be written as Riji ≠ Rijj or Rjii ≠ Rjij.

Non-symmetry is defined as an inequality within one respondent’s cognitive map, e.g.

when ‘A’ reports asking ‘B’ for advice, but reports that ‘B’ does not ask ‘A’ for advice.

In situations where the network under research is inherently symmetric (e.g. “Whom are

you married to”), the presentation of the data most often does not allow for non-

symmetries. However, with an advice network, it is just as important to ask each

respondent who is asking them for advice as whom they ask for advice, since non-

symmetries in advice networks are to be expected as part of the natural interaction

patterns in an organization.

Non-reciprocity is like non-symmetry in that it reflects the fact that a tie from one

individual does not necessarily have a corresponding tie going the other way. The

difference is that this is not solely a cognitive inconsistency of the individual, but can be

confirmed by both parties, e.g. if ‘A’ and ‘B’ both report that ‘A’ asks ‘B’ for advice

and both report that ‘B’ does not ask ‘A’ for advice.

Since advice networks are not inherently symmetric, the only measurable inconsistency

is in the case of non-confirmation – when there is a disagreement between two

individuals as to whether one asks the other for advice.

To determine the instances in which (i) ego states asking alter for advice, but alter does

not confirm this tie and (ii) ego states alter asking ego for advice, but alter does not

confirm this tie, the following matrix is produced: advice_diff = advice_egotoalter –

transposed (advice_altertoego)

In this matrix, every dyadic relation (i,j) can assume the following values:

(i,j) = -1 : 'j' reports 'i' asking 'j' for advice, but 'i' does not report that tie

(i,j) = 0 : tie confirmed or no tie

(i,j) = 1 : 'i' reports 'i' asking 'j' for advice, but 'j' does not report that tie

To determine the correlation between matrices, QAP (Quadratic Assignment Procedure)

(Hubert & Schultz, 1976) correlations and regressions are used, as suggested by
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Krackhardt (1987b), computed in the UCINET program (Borgatti et al., 2002b). A QAP

correlation ”[c]omputes [the] correlation between entries of two square matrices, and

assess the frequency of random correlations as large as actually observed” (ibid.). The

analysis is analogous to a standard correlation analysis, so QAP-correlations do not

imply causality. Since the computations are based on a number of random permutations

(default = 2500), the p-values are slightly different for each computation. These

variations are negligible for the purpose of this paper.

Using other measures of centrality (Freeman, 1978/79) might have provided other

aspects of the multiplex relation of the advice network, but in comparing inherently

symmetric networks with non-symmetric networks, simple measures of degree-

centrality are most robust18. Finally, regression curve fitting is used to investigate the

interrelation between centrality in different networks.

The case organization

The organization chosen for this study is a service department of a Danish university,

for the sake of confidentiality called UniService. UniService consists of 40 employees,

with a very flat hierarchical organization, a management team of four, including the

head of the department. Nine employees are working as either student help or are

working part time. All 40 employees in the department are included in the network in

this study.

UniService has enjoyed a long period of relative stability characterized by incremental

changes in service demand and technological innovations. However, the steady increase

in demand for services and tightening budget constraints has put external pressure on

the organization to increase productivity.

Given that UniService can be classified as a very non-hierarchical organization, it might

still be relevant to note, that low power distance in Denmark (Hofstede, 1997) might

further reduce the effect of the hierarchical distance within this organization with

possible implications for this study.

                                                  

18 See White & Borgatti (1994) for a discussion of betweeness centrality in directed
networks
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Before this research project was initiated, the management team of UniService gave

their full support and commitment. The network data was collected using a sociocentric

web-based network questionnaire distributed to every member of the organization. They

were sent a mail to guide them to an on-line questionnaire. It was stressed that

participation in the study was purely voluntary, and that all data from the survey would

remain anonymous and confidential. All 40 individuals in the organization participated

in the study. The survey asked them for frequency of interaction and types of interaction

with each of their colleagues with a roster of all employees in alphabetical order.

4 RESULTS

To investigate the interdependence of the different perceptions of advice seeking at

UniService, a number of QAP correlations are performed. The first hypothesis, whether

there is a degree of symmetry in seeking and receiving advice, the original matrices

from the questions “whom do you ask for advice?” (advice_egotoalter) and “who asks

you for advice” (advice_altertoego) are compared, yielding the results in Table 7.

Table 7. QAP correlation of seeking and receiving advice

QAP correlation Value Signif Abg SD P(large) P(small) Nperm
Pearson Correlation .494 .000 .002 .058 .000 1.000 2500

There is a very significant correlation between the individuals whom ego asked for

advice and the individuals’ ego reported asking ego for advice. This implies a degree of

cognitive symmetry in the advice network of each individual, supporting the first

hypothesis.

Since there seems to be a large degree of mutual relations in the advice network, it is

probable that individuals in dyads would have a high degree of agreement on whether

one of them asks the other for advice, which is the foundation of the second hypothesis.

By transposing one of the advice matrices (in this case the Advice_altertoego matrix)

the directions of the ties are reversed, and this reversed network can then be correlated

with the original Advice_egotoalter matrix in order to find a degree of consistency in

the perceived advice relations between individuals – as presented in Table 8
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Table 8. QAP correlation of advice networks (advice_egotoalter and
advice_altertoegotransp)

QAP correlation Value Signif Abg SD P(large) P(small) Nperm
Pearson Correlation .277 .000 -.001 .050 .000 1.000 2500

There is a positive and significant correlation between these matrices which indicates

that there is a general degree of consistency between each set of individuals as to who

asks whom for advice, lending support for the second hypothesis. However, this

correlation is lower than the correlation between the results in Table 7.

This indicates that respondents have a symmetric cognitive model of the advice patterns

with their colleagues than there is confirmation of the ties in the dyadic relations.

Since there seems to be some disagreement over the existence of advice seeking, a

measure of the advice relations which are confirmed by both individuals in a dyad is

needed: the two matrices advice_egotoalter and advice_altertoegotransp are multiplied,

producing the matrix advice_confirm. This matrix will be used in the following tests as

‘advice network’. Likewise, the work related and personal communications matrices are

subject to transformations in order to produce matrices of (i) the confirmed relations and

(ii) the average tie strength19.

The premise of the third hypothesis is that there is a cognitive difference between work

related interactions and advice seeking. Since asking for advice requires some degree of

trust, personal and frequent interactions are likely to be very important. Table 9

provides the QAP correlations between different measures of personal, work related and

frequency measures.

Table 9. QAP correlations for the advice network

Personal Work related Frequency
Standard Confirmed Average Standard Confirmed Average Standard Average

Advice network .272 .318 .390 .227 .308 .307 .413 .442
Note: All correlations are significant at p < .001

                                                  

19 For dichotomous relations, .5 means only one part in the dyad acknowledges the
existence of the tie.
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The results from Table 9 present two interesting findings: First of all – both personal

relations and frequency of interaction20 are more highly correlated with advice seeking

than work related communication. Secondly, for personal and work related

communication, the correlation is higher when only confirmed relations are considered.

This correlation is even higher with the average interaction.

Therefore it can be concluded that the most important criterion for seeking advice is the

frequency of interaction, suggesting that people working closely together frequently ask

each other for advice. However, it seems that personal communication is more

important than work related communication when asking for advice, clearly supporting

the third hypothesis.

Taking the dyadic inconsistencies between individuals into account by symmetrizing

the networks by averages, the new measure of confirmed relations can be interpreted as

a proxy for strength of the relation. These measures are consistently more highly

correlated with the advice network than the non-symmetric relations.

Given that the existence of personal communication between individuals is more highly

correlated with advice seeking than work related communication, the last hypothesis

explores the interrelation between the personal network and advice seeking behavior. To

test the interaction between centrality in the personal network and advice network, three

models are proposed: A linear, a logarithmic, and a quadratic interaction.

Table 10. Curve fit for centrality in personal network and advice networks

Advice Method Rsquare d.f. F Sigf b0 b1 b2
out degree Linear .351 37 20.00 .000 4.52 .56
out degree Logarithmic .453 37 30.65 .000 5.03 2.39
out degree Quadratic .532 36 20.43 .000 .553 2.03 -.090
in degree Linear .149 37 6.46 .015 4.23 .605
in degree Logarithmic .208 37 9.74 .003 4.58 2.67
in degree Quadratic .294 36 7.49 .002 -1.64 2.77 -.13
Note: In order to make log transformations, .0001 was added to null-values

                                                  

20 The correlations were robust when dichotomized (and symmetrized by average) as
either 0=never/monthly/weekly and 1=daily (QAP-correlation = .423) or
0=never/monthly and 1=weekly/daily (QAP-correlation = .360)
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As shown in Table 10, a quadratic transformation seems to present the best fit for both

in degree and out degree in the advice network. It is interesting to note, that the in

degree centrality in the advice network has a somewhat larger unexplained variation

than out degree centrality, yielding a consistently lower R-square. This implies that

asking for advice is better explained as a function of being central in the personal

communication network than being asked for advice. These fits are presented in Figure

4 & Figure 5.

Figure 4. Quadratic fit of personal communication and asking for advice
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Figure 5. Quadratic fit of personal communication and being asked for advice
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Thus it can be concluded that the centrality in the advice network (both in degree and

out degree) increases with the centrality in the personal network only until a certain

point – and decreases thereafter. The results clearly support the fourth hypothesis.

5 DISCUSSION

As shown by this study, the advice network, as indeed the act of asking for advice, is

determined by the other communication networks, but it is important to acknowledge

that some cross influence is likely to take place. This would occur in situations where

the act of asking for advice in itself builds trust leading to a personal relationship.

Another issue which needs to be addressed is the dual role of the strength of a tie as

being necessary for advice seeking as well as a contingency factor in the benefit derived

from the advice seeking. In situations where ties between individuals consist of both

friendship ties and advice seeking, the advice given is likely to be more trustworthy.

The issue of causality has been dealt with cautiously in social network analysis

(Krackhardt & Stern, 1988; Ibarra, 1993b; Hansen, 1999; Cross et al., 2001a) and social

capital (Coleman, 1990; Labianca et al., 1998; Gabbay & Leenders, 2002) but the issue

has never been described in a exhaustive and definitive manner, and would need to be

explored in further research.
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Using the confirmed dyadic relations is a possible predictor of tie strength, and it can be

argued that the existence of a confirmation of a tie is a good indication of trust and

reciprocity, which is necessary for the advice seeking process. This raises the question

of informant accuracy, but a satisfactory discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of

this paper. For a review, see (Killworth & Bernard, 1976; Freeman et al., 1987;

Krackhardt, 1990; Carley & Krackhardt, 1996; Feld & Carter, 2002). Explicitly testing

for the degree of consistency in the two aspects of the advice network illustrated some

large discrepancies in perceptions, and taking the non-confirmed ties in the personal and

work related networks into account significantly changed the results of the QAP

correlations. This calls for further analysis of the importance of inconsistencies and non-

confirmations in social network analysis.

The personal communication network is used consistently in this paper to avoid using

the term friendship, which has been shown to be a very difficult concept to measure and

use (Lazarsfeld & Merton, 1954; Fischer, 1982).

Since this study was performed in a single organization, the generalizability of the

results from this study might be affected. UniService is not a project oriented

organization, and even though it can be characterized as a knowledge intensive

organization, it is likely to have a less turbulent environment, than most other service

organizations. The stable conditions are likely to lead to a lesser reliance on strong and

dense relations and more open network structures (Krackhardt, 1992) entailing a higher

level of trust.

6 CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The main point of this study is the importance of strength in dyadic relations in the

development of advice seeking from one individual to another. As indicated by previous

work in the field, determining the strength of a tie is not a straightforward matter

(Granovetter, 1983; Marsden & Campbell, 1984; Ashman et al., 1998; Levin et al.,

Forthcoming). The most important contribution by Krackhardt (1992) was to highlight

the strong affective element of strong ties and the inherent subjectivity in measuring tie

strength. The results of this study are in line with previous results in research on social

network and knowledge transfer, e.g. (Krackhardt, 1992; Hansen, 1999; Cross et al.,
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2002). In testing for the importance of strong ties, this study revealed the crucial role of

frequency of communication in dyadic relations for advice seeking, which proved even

more important than personal communication.

One surprising finding was that there was more reciprocity than confirmation in the

advice network. This indicates either an overall symmetric structure in the advice

network, or that individuals have a tendency to create a cognitive symmetry of their

advice relations by indicating that colleagues they ask for advice also ask them for

advice and vice versa. The low level of confirmation in the advice network is an

indicator of the importance of asking both questions (advice to and from) to uncover the

advice seeking behavior. While some work has been done to explain the non-confirmed

relations in inherently symmetric relations (Carley & Krackhardt, 1996; Krackhardt &

Kilduff, 1999), there is a remarkable lack of work on confirmation in the field of

directed relations, like advice seeking.

Finally, at the aggregate network level, there is clear evidence that centrality in the

personal communication network is strongly related to the centrality in the advice

network – both asking for advice and being asked for advice. Up to a certain degree of

centrality, there is a positive correlation. However, this proves to be a somewhat

curvilinear function in that the centrality in the advice network is highest at a certain

centrality of the personal networks, only to decline thereafter.

Advice seeking is an active process involving the instrumental act of contacting another

individual, but it is only one of several ways in which knowledge is transferred in an

organization. Other transfers of information and knowledge are less conscious, but not

necessarily less important (Hansen, 1999). Therefore there is a need for more research

in how other types of knowledge are influenced by the social relations in organizations.

Acknowledging that advice is not simple or unidimensional (Cross et al., 2001a), in

further research it will be necessary explicitly to uncover the different types of advice

and advice seeking in order to gain a more detailed understanding of the interrelations

between different network contents.
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SOCIAL CAPITAL IN ORGANIZATIONS -

BEYOND STRUCTURE AND METAPHOR

Abstract

The importance and usefulness of social capital as a concept in the study of

organizations have been established by a large body of research. This paper identifies

five main issues that need to be addressed in future research before social capital can

move definitively beyond being merely a metaphor for advantage. First, the unresolved

issue of causality is a barrier in the study of social structure and social capital alike, and

hampers both measuring scales and implications drawn from empirical research.

Secondly, it is necessary to determined whether social capital can or should be

measured. Thirdly, the negative aspects of social capital should be explored and

integrated into the existing research. Fourthly, the field between social capital of the

individual and organizational social capital lacks a consistent, bridging theory. Finally,

there is a lack of understanding on how social capital develops over time and the

potential benefits of taking a life-cycle view of social capital. In conclusion, the field of

social capital in organizations still needs a consistent and coordinated research effort in

each of the mentioned areas – separately and concurrently - in order to move beyond

structure and metaphor.

Keywords

Social capital, social liability, causality, organizations
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1 INTRODUCTION

The professional life of many people has changed significantly in the last decades and

life-long employment has almost become a historical concept. The wave of mergers,

acquisitions, joint ventures, business failures, and the dot.com crisis have affected the

way most people think about their jobs. Parallel to this development, the increased focus

on knowledge as the primary resource of companies and the increasing pace of

operations in the networked economy have highlighted the importance of a better

understanding and use of the forces inherent in the cooperation between individuals and

groups. As a consequence, developing and using the theory of social capital appears

more important than ever.

It has been posited that the term ‘social capital’ has been used as a metaphor and a

somewhat imprecise concept without theoretical or methodological anchorage

(Wellman, 1988; Burt, 2000c). As a concept with an undoubtedly intuitive appeal,

social capital is likely to be adopted by scholars from a variety of fields and for a

number of different purposes using distinct methodological and theoretical perspectives.

While this is not in itself a problem – indeed the field of social network analysis and

social capital is a result of cross-fertilization of many disparate fields – it may result in

uses and definitions that are not mutually congruent.

Within the field of organizational theory, the concept of social capital has reached a

level of interest, and intellectual maturity where it can no longer be dismissed as a fad

or a theoretically empty metaphor without consistent explanatory power. It is the

objective of this paper to scrutinize the concept of social capital in order to identify its

potential weaknesses and areas that are not sufficiently developed theoretically.

In the following section, this paper will trace the background and importance of social

capital in organizations leading to a highlighting of some of the major lacks and

inconsistencies in the current body of literature within the field. This leads to the

identification of a number of specific elements which need to be addressed before the

theory of social capital may be further advanced.
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2 SOCIAL CAPITAL: BACKGROUND AND

IMPORTANCE21

Social capital – as indeed social networks – is not a new phenomenon. The use of the

term social capital, however, has only a couple of decades ago surfaced in the academic

literature, and was first described systematically by Bourdieu (1980:2), who describes

social capital as “[…] the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are

linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships

of mutual acquaintance or recognition or, in other words, the membership of a group,

as a collection of agents who do not only share common properties (either perceived by

the observer, others or themselves) but who are also linked by permanent and useful

ties”22 (Ibid:2).

The explicit mentioning of potential resources is interesting, since it clearly makes the

distinction between social capital and the benefits an individual or group might receive

from it, a point convincingly developed by Portes (1998). In the second part of the

definition, Bourdieu (1980), highlights the importance of some degree of common

properties between actors, stressing some degree of objective homogeneity as a

condition for the development of social capital and that social capital has a synergetic

effect on other types of capital held by individuals.

While the theoretical development of social capital stems from the field of sociology,

other fields have adopted the concept: Within the field of political science and

development economics (Helliwell & Putnam, 1995; Wood, 1997), the theory of social

capital has been readily adopted, with unresolved issues of causality and precise

definitions ensuing. For example, there is a disagreement in the research of general

healthcare over the usefulness of the concept of social capital (Hendryx et al., 2002;

Pearce & Smith, 2003). Criminologists have used social capital as a factor explaining

influence on crime levels (Rose & Clear, 1998; Lederman et al., 2002). Given this

growing interest in social capital from such diverse fields of research, it is to be

                                                  

21 See Gabbay & Leenders (1999:13) and Borgatti (1998) for reviews of earlier uses of
the term social capital.
22 Part of translation (from French) by this author
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expected that some theoretical disparities will develop alongside conceptual confusion

(Portes, 1998).

The field of organizational theory offers some of the most interesting development of

social capital, as organizations are bounded networks with purposeful interactions

between actors and has recently spawned a large body of research (Nahapiet & Ghoshal,

1998; Burt, 2000c; Johanson, 2001; McNaughton & Bell, 2001; Gabbay & Leenders,

2002).

One important step towards the development of the theory of social capital was the

notion of human capital (Coleman, 1990), treating work and individual workers as a

market commodity with a separate value and other properties of traditional types of

capital. Once the intangible concept of human capital was acknowledged, there

remained to be explained the relative differences in return of different individuals given

the same level of human capital (Bourdieu, 1980). This was a major point of departure

for the research of social capital.

Furthermore, the social capital has been used to describe not only the benefits of social

relationships, but also the norms and cultural values inherent therein. This leads to the

widely accepted division of the various aspects of social capital into the structural

dimension (properties of the social network as a whole), the relational dimension

(transactional content of what is exchanged in a particular relationship), and the

cognitive dimension (shared sets of systems for interpretation and mutual understanding

dimensions) (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Bolino et al., 2001).

Two main characteristics are common for all forms of social capital: (a) they comprise a

part of the social structure and (b) they facilitate the actions of individuals in that

structure (Coleman, 1988) and can thus be defined as: „The actual and potential

resources embedded within, available through and derived from the network of

relationships possessed by an individual or social unit” (Nahapiet & Ghoshal,

1998:243).

The idea of presenting social advantage through networks as social capital can be

described as stemming from theories of self-interest, where individuals accumulate

social capital by investing in relations to other individuals (Monge & Contractor, 2001).

To some extent, the theories of social capital developed as an alternative to the classical
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economical theories of individual optimization and cost-benefit (Coleman, 1988).

However, it is still possible to argue that it is the quest for personal benefits that leads

individuals to bond with other individuals, form groups, and develop social capital.

Hence, Coleman (1990) argues that interactions between individuals only become social

capital if it is useful for the individual’s self-interests. Thus, actions directed by

selflessness, and charity fit in this view of interpersonal exchange.

This theoretical presentation points to the necessity of explicitly stating the premises of

the ownership of social capital in organizations.

3 OWNERSHIP OF SOCIAL CAPITAL

Social capital is different from other types of capital in that it is not strictly the property

of any individual or entity, since it only exists in interactions between individuals. So at

the group and organizational level, social capital is very much a collective property. As

a consequence, if a relationship is terminated, the social capital stemming directly or

indirectly from that interaction is likely to be lost. This leads to the fundamental

question of whether social capital resides in actors or in the relations between them.

It is the implicit assumption of most literature that social capital is not the property of

actors, but exists in the social relations of the actor. However, this is not particular to

social capital. Financial capital can become worthless due to external factors such as

inflation, devaluation, or market fluctuations. Human capital will always be valued

relative to the context in which the individual is placed – and like financial capital, it

can become obsolete due to the depreciation and changes caused by new developments

in the environment outside the control of the individuals. While it is true that social

capital exists because of the connections between actors and not within the actors

themselves, the benefits of social capital will be of benefit to the actors – and possibly

the collection of actors in groups or whole organizations.

Thus, even if social capital is not strictly the property of the individual actor, it is

necessary to measure the value of the social capital for each individual. It can be argued

that social relations only turn into capital, when it is valued by an individual. This will

explain the asymmetries in the importance placed in and benefits gained for two actors
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in a relationship (Portes, 2000). To state the obvious: A relation between two actors is

not an entity in itself and therefore it cannot benefit from the social capital.

To some extent, this issue is based on the two main approaches to social networks: the

egocentric and the sociocentric (Lesser, 2000a): The egocentric view of social networks

has the relations of a focal actor as unit of analysis and primary interest, best

exemplified with the seminal theory of ‘the strength of weak ties' introduced by

Granovetter (1973). With this approach it is easier to make the theoretical bridge from

social capital to the benefits of the social capital of individuals.

On the other hand, the sociocentric approach deals with the overall structure of a

network, and therefore places greater importance on the position of an actor in a

network, than merely the relations of the focal actor. This is the main idea behind the

concept of structural holes, introduced by Burt (1992). In taking this view of networks,

it is more straightforward to associate social capital with the network structure and treat

social capital as not only embedded in the individual relations between actors but also

as a result of the aggregation of relations and the interplay between those relations. Thus

the ties of ego are not as important in themselves as the ties of alters and the structural

holes, given the transitive properties of the network (Burt, 2000c). However, neither

approach significantly adds to the understanding of ownership of social capital, since

most research in the sociocentric tradition deals with the advantages gained by

individual given their position in the network structures.

Adler & Kwon (2000:91-92) present an exhaustive list of different definitions of social

capital, using a somewhat similar distinction of egocentric and sociocentric, but rather

focusing on the difference of the internal, i.e. the social capital embedded in a social

system, or external, i.e. social capital stemming from the direct and indirect relations of

an actor. They argue that it is important to include both the internal and external focus

of social capital when dealing with an organization, which in this context is an actor in

itself, as well as a collection of individuals and subgroups. They offer the following

definition: “Social capital is a resource for individual and collective actors created by

the configuration and content of the network of their more or less durable social

relations” (Ibid:93). This definition somehow sidesteps the issue of ownership of the
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social capital, placing a larger focus on the individual gains derived from the access to

social capital.

It is therefore important to make the following distinction: Social capital is not the

property of actors, while the derived benefits of social capital can be either to the single

actor or to a group of actors. In other words: “… social capital is a metaphor for

advantage” (Burt, 2000c:346-347). This calls for further analysis of the interaction

between social capital at the individual and organizational level.

4 SOCIAL CAPITAL IN ORGANIZATIONS

The formal relations between individuals dictated by the organization create

interpersonal relations which are likely to lead to social capital. Thus, formal

institutions may have direct or indirect effects on social capital (Adler & Kwon, 2000).

The levels of analysis can be subdivided into a wide number of levels between the

individual and the organization (teams, groups, divisions, etc.) (Labianca et al., 1998).

The same mechanisms are at play, however, and only the individual and organizational

levels are dealt with in this paper.

At the individual level, actors who know the social structures can reap the greatest

benefits of the network (Krackhardt, 1990; Johnson & Orbach, 2002). However, it is not

clear to what extent they can alter the structure (Krackhardt, 1987a; Lin, 2001). In more

recent literature, however, the term social capital management has been introduced,

which perceives social capital as an asset that can be actively and consciously

accumulated and used by individuals (Gabbay & Leenders, 2001). In this interesting

avenue of research, the idea of corporate social capital is presented as: “The set of

resources, tangible or virtual, that accrue to a corporate player through the player’s

social relationships, facilitating the attainment of goals” (Ibid:8). Through the stressing

of the importance of being stringent about the level of analysis in discussing social

capital, the effects of interactions between structure and social capital at the individual

and organizational levels are separated and analyzed.

It is not clear who benefits the most from social capital for personal gain. However it

seems that diversity (heterogeneity) in social networks is just as important as the
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hierarchical status of the alters, and higher placed individual have less use of

heterogeneous ties (Lin, 2001).

At the organizational level, Nahapiet & Ghoshal (1998) argue that social capital is not

only a critical resource, but the only factor which can provide decisive and lasting

organizational advantages, a point further developed by Bolino et al. (2002). Therefore

it is clear that organizations need to be conscious of their social capital, and of the

factors necessary to create and nurture it. Since organizations have various degrees of

institutionalized culture, norms and values, the cohesiveness necessary for the

development of social capital is already present. Since many interpersonal relations are

created and developed because of mutual liking and/or homogeneity between

individuals (Lazarsfeld & Merton, 1954; Ibarra, 1992a; McPherson et al., 2001), social

networks will occur in organizations, giving rise to social capital.

What is lacking in this analysis is the interaction between the social capital of the

individual and the collective social capital of the organization and vice versa, leading to

some of the most important gaps in the current theory of social capital in organizations.

5 CAUSALITY

Another unresolved issue is part of an ongoing argument about structure as an outcome

and structure as a cause (Gabbay & Leenders, 2002), which stems from the thorny

issue of causality in the study of social networks.

An important question to address is whether social capital is a goal in itself or a means

to reach a goal. By using the term capital, it is implicit that it is to be used as a mean to

reach some salient goal, just as other types of capital (Lesser, 2000a). Some of the

positive aspects of social structures such as the developments of trust and norms from

closure in the friendship networks are almost ends in themselves. At the same time, it

has been noted that the social capital for the most part is created in processes and

activities, which are engaged in for other reasons (Coleman, 1988; 1990). These two

aspects should lead to an overall discussion of how consciously the social networks are

formed, and how this might influence the benefits and consequences of the social

capital.
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Many of the factors that are necessary for the creation and development of social capital

are also derived by social capital: Trust, homophily, norms, etc. (Lesser, 2000b; Cohen

& Prusak, 2001) are some of the essential factors for the successful creation of social

capital as well as some of the most important benefits thereof. This leads to the

unresolved issue of causality, and the circularity that “social capital is both a cause and

effect” (Portes, 1998:60), an issue pointed out by other scholars (Coleman, 1990; Adler

& Kwon, 2000; Bolino et al., 2002; Gabbay & Leenders, 2002). Putnam (1995)

acknowledges this problematic issue of causality but does not deal specifically with it.

The issue of causality affects the strength-of-positions proposition (Lin, 2001) too, since

it has been shown repeatedly that people who use their social capital will out-perform

and out-career their peers (Burt, 2000c). However, in a snapshot of an organization,

high ranking managers might have had an ability to acquire social capital because of

their positions.

In the study of intergroup conflict in organizations, Labianca et al. (1998) deal explicitly

with the problem of causality in the interaction between the perception and actual

interpersonal interaction, concluding that only experimental studies can solve the

problem of causality. This issue of causality will continue to plague the concept of

social capital, potentially undermining its usefulness as a theoretical framework.

6 THE DOWNSIDE OF SOCIAL CAPITAL

In much of the literature there is an implicit assumption that the worst property of a

social network is the lack of a relationship between actors or some general property of

the network such as high density or fragile network structures (Krackhardt & Hanson,

1993). However, even worse than no relationship between actors are negative

relationships as proposed by several recent theoretical papers, exploring intergroup

conflict (Labianca et al., 1998), black holes (Hedaa, 1999), dark side of social capital

(Gargiulo & Benassi, 1999), social undermining (Duffy et al., 2002) and social liability

(Brass & Labianca, 1999; Gabbay & Leenders, 2002). Thus it is important to study the

effects of negative social capital – either locally between a number of actors or groups

or at the organizational level.
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Studies have shown that organizations tend to develop dysfunctional social structures

when no attention is paid to them (Krackhardt & Stern, 1988). Homophilous intra-group

networks will develop at the expense of intergroup networks, and in a situation with

crisis or uncertainty, this tendency will become even stronger (Galaskiewicz & Shatin,

1981). In a study of intergroup conflict, it was found that intra-group friendship

networks were carriers of negative information about out-groups (Labianca et al., 1998).

However, the concept of social capital has generally been treated exclusively as a

benefit of individuals, groups, organizations and regions, but there is little attention to

the negative aspects of social capital and the effect of negative social relations, with

some notable exceptions: Brass and Labianca (1999) coined the terms social ledger

which encompasses both social capital and social liability in order to capture the

metaphor of disadvantage of a particular network structure for any specific purpose. In

making this distinction, two issues are highlighted: First, social structure is separated

from social capital in the form of asset and liability, and secondly, it is highlighted that

a specific network structure can be advantageous in one respect and disadvantageous in

another which has been proven empirically (Talmud, 1999; Hansen et al., 2001). Thus

network structure determines the degree of social capital, which then has positive or

negative consequences (assets or liabilities) in a given situation, which again might

influence the behavior of actors.

While the introduction of this term social ledger is an important contribution in the

research into the negative consequences of social structures, it has not yet been fully

acknowledged or accepted by all scholars, and so far the term has not spread outside the

field of organizational social capital. As a continuation of the discussion of social

capital and social liabilities, social ledgers, social capital management (Gabbay &

Leenders, 2002; Labianca & Brass, Forthcoming), one could argue for the development

of social accounting; actively and systematically measuring and influencing levels of

social capital and liabilities for individuals, groups, project teams, departments, and

organizations to the extend it is possible to do so.

One common picture of social capital, which is often described as the synergy of

individuals’ human capital, is the expression: 2 + 2 = 5. The basic and intuitive message

is that the cooperation between individuals leads to a greater benefit than the sum of the

output of the individuals taken separately. In so far as the ‘1’ is a measure of realized
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potential, there is no problem. However, in the case of the study performed on the

influence of social capital on economic growth in Italy (Helliwell & Putnam, 1995), it is

concluded, that the different levels of social capital in the Italian regions had an

important and significant positive impact on factors such as income level. Thus far, the

study enforces the positive aspects of social capital, but what is not dealt with explicitly

in the paper, is whether the high social capital in one region causes a somewhat negative

effect in the other. In other words: Does social capital have negative externalities? Does

the ‘1’ in the above equation come from other regions? In the case of investments and

allocation of resources from either the central government or from abroad, this is

certainly the case. As presented by Bonacich (1987): “In a power hierarchy, one’s

power is a positive function of the powers of those one has power over” (ibid. :1171).

The time perspectives in social networks are especially interesting in this context. It is

likely that differences in social capital in separate but related individuals, groups,

organizations or regions will be beneficial to one part at the expense of the other, since

the total amount of resources will be relatively constant in the short run. However, in

the longer run, one might expect that a spill-over effect might let those benefits spread

from one to the other. This time lag might be heavily influenced by the nature of the set

of relations.

There is no doubt about the direct and indirect benefits of social capital both for the

individual and the organization, and it is crucial for the understanding of social capital

to highlight and take into account the potential not-so-positive and negative aspects. In

the comprehensive literature review, Labianca & Brass (Forthcoming) present strong

arguments that negative relations on the job and subsequent social liabilities have a

greater impact than positive relations.

At the individual level, where the work and value creation is so reliant on information

and cooperation between individuals and groups, there is a high risk of creating black

holes in the network (Hedaa, 1999). Situations might easily arise in which the social

structures are useless at best or even detrimental to the performance of the individual

(Coleman, 1990).

It is a truism that knowledge is power and in the changing environment and growing

importance of knowledge intensive organizations, this may seem truer than ever.
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Following this line of reasoning there is an intuitive appeal in the importance of

networks and social capital in its information gathering nature. However there is an

obvious pitfall: In interpersonal social relations, some degree of reciprocity is likely to

be inherent in the relation, and therefore information will also flow from ego. And if

information is power, then sharing information with others should intuitively diminish

the power of ego. This duality of the network content of relations is particularly

important to consider in the perspective of the role of weak and strong ties. Ahuja

(2000) concludes that at the offset, there seems to be a trade-off between information

and power, since dense networks build trust and therefore power, but weak, low-density

networks give a greater access to information, especially where there are structural

holes.

An intuitive approach might suggest that ego’s connection to an actor with several

connections would provide access to power through the well connected actor’s network,

i.e. tapping into the social capital of that actor, giving more power to a less connected

actor. However, since the first actor is so well connected, the single relation to ego is

likely to be less important that if the relation had been to a less connected individual.

This leads to a paradox of diminishing returns effect when connecting to powerful

individuals within a network: The more powerful the ego is, the lower the relative

benefit of connecting to alters within an organization.

At the organizational level, where the potential benefits and liabilities at the individual

level are aggregated, some problems are accumulated and become even worse, while

some problematic issues at the individual level tend to outweigh each other. Therefore,

management still has to be very careful about this issue, since the withholding of

important information by individuals in the organization could seriously impede the

attempts to have knowledge management in the organization. This problem is relevant

both in connection with individuals and between groups in organizations.

The most critical issue is to what degree the social capital of an organization is a

measure of the aggregate of the social capital of each individual in the organization.

This is related to the issue of whether the goals of individuals are in line with the goals

of the organization, and when the multidimensional perspectives of social capital are

taken into account, this becomes a rather complex issue.
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At the group level, individuals might develop group cohesion with a high level of social

capital which benefit the group and its individuals in the short run, but which is not

necessarily beneficial or even detrimental to the organization as a whole. Between-

groups rivalry or even conflicts might develop into black holes in the organization

which in turn may have a serious impact on the achieving of goals in the organization.

Within such a strongly cohesive group, problems of group think, overembeddedness of

individuals, lack of innovation, development of subcultures, and the ‘not invented here’

syndrome which can possibly hinder the effectiveness of the group and its individuals

(Turner & Pratkanis, 1998; Adler & Kwon, 2000). In a network perspective there is the

problem of isolates, and the very creation of strong, cohesive subgroups will

automatically entail the exclusion of others. Bearing in mind the strong homophily

effects in creating networks, the logical consequences will often be that people who are

different in some regards are excluded from the community, possibly barring the group

from important cooperation benefits. Being an isolate in a network is in itself a

differentiating factor, thus creating a negative loop.

Thus, benefits reaped through social capital by one individual or group will often come

at the expense of another individual or group. Therefore, even the advantages gained

from one actor in an organization might have opportunity cost or negative externalities

as the resources are in fact taken from another actor within the same organization,

which leaves the organization as a whole no better off (Moerbeek & Need, 2003).

Therefore there might be significant benefits gained from characterizing social capital

using different dimensions.

An organization can gain valuable and even crucial knowledge and perform innovation

through relations outside the organization (Allen, T. J. & Cohen, 1969). Most often than

not, these relations will be interpersonal relations between individuals in the

organization and individuals in other organizations. This can happen at conferences,

trade shows, and professional gatherings. But just as the relations outside of the

organizations might be great sources of innovation, it might also be a critical issue of

leaks of information to competitors.

These places are also heralded as great opportunities for hiring new employees, but at

the same time, the interpersonal networks between organizations will very likely be the
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primary element catalyst for loosing employees, who find better jobs through the same

contacts and networks with individuals in other organizations.

However, little is usually written about the flip side of the coin. The extra-

organizational relations might have the effect of leaking information to competitors, and

actively be recruitment opportunities for the members of your organization to others.

7 OPTIMAL LEVEL OF SOCIAL CAPITAL

Drawing on the parallels of social and human capital, it is possible to ask if there is such

a phenomenon as too much of a good thing. In describing human capital, there is the

theoretical and practical issue of over-education of individuals. Therefore it is relevant

to ask whether social capital is necessarily an asset of which it is not possible to have

too much. This is a question of definition, since some definitions have already taken

into account the effects of problematic relations and the possible pitfalls of a large

network. In other words: Can an individual be over-connected? Or over-socialized? Can

an organization have too much social capital?

Studies have shown that individuals make better choices the more information they get,

up to a certain level. From then on, more information will be either redundant or

contradictory, which might lead to either overconfidence in the decision or uncertainty

(Baker, Wayne, 1994).

Another issue, which has not yet been fully developed, is the question of who benefits

the most from the social capital stemming from social relations in organizations. There

seems to be some indication that social networks seem to be used more by traditionally

disadvantaged actors than actors with a strong position in an organization, since they

can rely on the strength of their position and personal properties embedded in their

human capital (Lin, 2001). This leads to the apparent paradox that weak actors have a

greater use of social capital than strong actors.

Even if assumed that social capital should always be maximized, some important issues

persist. Social capital, like human capital, but unlike financial capital, depreciates over

time and thus needs a constant investment of time and/or resources to remain constant

or to develop. This is true both at the individual level and at the aggregated
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organizational level. In keeping with the terminology of capital in the broad sense, there

will thus be a cost-benefit perspective to consider when investing in social capital. At

the very direct level, there is a very manifest trade-off between working and

networking. This will often be a trade-off between short-term and long-term rewards for

both the individual and the organization.

A very basic issue in this context is the limit to how many relationships it is possible to

maintain. At some point the added benefit of each additional contact is expected to be

decreasing, due to the superficiality and degree of redundancy with the existing

relations (Lin, 2001). Added to this attribute is the possibility that an individual who

spends a lot of time and resources networking might be perceived negatively by

colleagues due to the somewhat suspicious and illegitimate nature of extensive

networking, especially in situations where the networking entails personal benefits for

one individual, possibly at the expense of others.

At both extremes, it is possible to imagine two very different organizations: In one

organization the human capital of the individuals is very high, but there is no

cooperation. In the other, there is a high degree of cooperation, but there is a very low

level of human capital in the individuals. Which will work better? This of course cannot

be answered on this background, but it is clear that a certain mix of the two factors is

the most beneficial.

This adds a new dimension to the discussion of the benefits of strong and weak ties.

Weak ties are typically lower maintenance, and information will therefore be less costly

to obtain through weak ties than through strong ties (Adler & Kwon, 2000; Ahuja,

2000). However, the importance of contingency effects in determining the impact of

different combinations of weak and strong connections in a network has been pointed

out. The structural holes theory proposed by Burt (1992), however, gives the best

theoretical foundation for this discussion. The vast research on the usefulness of non-

redundant, bridge spanning and entrepreneurial networks (Burt, 2000c), shows the

importance of consciously positioning oneself in the organizational network in order to

maximize ones social capital.
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8 QUESTIONS REMAIN

Given the theoretical framework, several holes and inconsistencies appear, leading to a

number of unanswered questions about social capital in organizations.

Can or should social capital be measured?

As convincingly argued by Burt (2000c), the concept of social capital is intrinsically

tied to a stringent use of the methodological and theoretical foundations of social

network analysis. The plethora of measures of structural compositions and locations of

individuals in networks can be combined to create measures of social capital, which can

then be used to explain advantages of individuals in organizations. What remains to be

shown is whether social capital is more than just a term encompassing a collection or

combination of social network measures with the mediation of contingency factors. And

if so – is the rest just metaphor, as presented in Figure 6?

Figure 6. Social capital

Han & Breiger (1999) are among the first to tackle the issue of measurability of social

capital, and the benefits of social capital for the individual and for the organization are

measured in several ways, e.g. as early promotion, higher salary, more power,

competitive advantage. Thus it is possible to make the causal relation directly from the

properties of social networks to the benefits of social networks, in recent research

coupled with some aspects of contingencies (Hansen et al., 2001; Harrington, 2001).

However this short-circuits the issue of measuring social capital, and leaves unanswered

if the concept of social capital is more than a social network analysis toolbox and

contingency factors in a metaphorical context.
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Finally it could be argued that there is no theoretical or practical value in determining

some quantifiable measure of social capital, since the real importance of social capital is

often in its derived value for the individual or the organization; not a goal in itself.

Some popular literature on social capital (Baker, Wayne, 2000) advocates a general,

qualitative assessment of individuals’ social capital balancing research concepts like

diversity, structural holes, closure, network content, etc.

Is social capital a unidimensional construct?

Whether social capital is merely a transitional step or a measurable concept in its own

right, another unsolved issue remains. Echoing the claim that social capital theory is

intrinsically linked with social network theory and should indeed be, some

consequences logically ensue. It is beneficial for individuals to have both personal and

work-related ties within an organization since both have distinct benefits, and it is likely

that they supplement and provide leverage for each other. Therefore it is not a question

of which network property – mainly closure or structural holes – is the most likely to

provide social capital, but how they contribute to different aspects of social capital. The

importance of closure in social networks is not ignored, as “brokerage across structural

holes seems to be the source of added value, closure can be critical to realizing the value

buried in the structural holes” (Burt, 2000c:398).

Accepting that there are different aspects of social capital, however, is to accept that it is

comprised of different dimensions. Since there is already a broad agreement that two

main types of social benefits accrue from networks, a loss of information will occur if

social capital is treated as a unidimensional concept – either as an asset or a liability.

Will the same level (or composition) of social capital be optimal for all actors?

There is a significant lack of research in the interaction of human and social capital –

both at the personal and organizational level. If social capital is a proxy for the rate of

return on human capital, it is unlikely that individuals would require the same social

capital, given their differences in human capital, needs, ambitions, and other personal

properties. This issue has been approached using the idea of contingency factors, which

are described as the rate of return of social capital (Burt, 2000c; Hansen et al., 2001;

Harrington, 2001; Gabbay & Leenders, 2002). However, it seems to raise more
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questions than it solves in that it only highlights the plethora of differences that faces

individuals in a work settings, which are likely to require very different social capital.

In other words, there is a need for theoretical initiatives to develop social capital as

more than an immeasurable, unidimensional concept relating to some degree of

advantage for individuals or organizations. In keeping with the idea that social capital is

mainly the result of the structural properties of the social network, there seems to be an

implicit assumption of one-network-fits-all. Whereas the idea of some theoretically

optimal network structure for an organization exists, it is difficult to imagine that

individuals are likely to seek, prefer or benefit the most from the same network

structure.

Is it meaningful to discuss negative externalities in the creation of social capital of an

actor within an organization?

As defined by Burt (1992:356): “the hole argument is about advantages that go to

people who build bridges across cohesive groups”. Thus, the benefit for the individual

of bridging structural holes is dependent on others in the organization not bridging

them, forming cohesive groups. In other words: Is the social capital of one individual

attained at the expense of another? Or is there a social network hierarchy necessitating

that some actors sacrifice some immediate gain in social capital for the benefit of the

social capital star, whose social capital reflects on the water carriers?

If the answer to the above problem of individual preferences is that individual actors do

indeed have different needs and ideal social network structures, some of the possible

negative externalities would be partially outweighed by these natural choices by

individuals. However, it is unlikely that this will generally be the case, especially given

the assumption that all actors strive for the same network structures in order to gain

social capital and the derived benefits thereof. This leads to the next question:

Is the optimal social network structure of an organization the collection of optimal

networks of each individual?

Bearing in mind the costs in creating social capital, it is necessary to be aware that

somewhere between negative ties and positive ties are the ties that are neutral or

somewhat positive, but not sufficiently positive to offset the cost of maintaining them.

The cost of maintaining these relations might not solely be borne by the actor (or dyad),
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if for example the time spent maintaining the tie (creating social capital for the actor or

dyad) is deducted from time spent accomplishing organizational goals.

Thus there is a classical mathematical problem, in that it is easier to find the optimal

level for one individual that the optimal situation for multiple actors – let alone a whole

system (Bonacich, 1990). It is assumed in much of the literature that social capital has

additive properties and that the organizational level of social capital is some aggregation

of the social capital present in the network between the individuals in the organization.

Allowing for the concept of negative social capital, there is still the unsolved problem of

the interaction between individual and organizational social capital.

With the above question of negative externalities of individual social capital

unanswered, this question is rendered extremely complex. Assuming that the goals of

individuals are generally in tune with the goals of the organizations, it is still likely that

the individual search for maximization of social capital will create sub-optimal

maximization social capital for the organization as a whole. If nothing else because of

the cost in time and resources used in creating and maintaining social relations.

Conversely, a conscious corporate social network management with the aim of actively

molding the social networks of the organization to create social capital is likely to be

disadvantageous for actors who previously reaped the greatest rewards of their

entrepreneurial networks, while possibly benefiting actors who previously had less

social capital.

Specifically the actor bridging a structural hole (tertius gaudens) stands to loose the

social capital from that structural opportunity if the two actors who were previously

connected only through the focal actor made a direct relationship.

Is there a life cycle of social capital?

Is there such a thing as social network entrepreneurs, early adopters, main stream, late-

comers in terms of social networks and social capital? Using the term network

entrepreneur is a clear indication of both the costs and the benefits of being first to see

and exploit an opportunity in a social network context (Burt, 2000b). The argument is

that for each structural hole, the marginal cost and subsequent benefit for each actor to

bridge the hole is decreased (Hansen, 1999).
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Social networks are sometimes called emergent networks in consideration of their

changing properties (Monge & Eisenberg, 1987; Heald et al., 1998), and treating social

capital as an asset sought by individuals, the concept of social networks as a constantly

changing series of disequilibria emerge, as proposed by Burt (2000a). In these ever-

changing social structures, new possibilities for creating new social capital for

individuals will emerge, while inversely severing relations and breaking up structures

effectively reducing social capital. This would lead to actors constantly seeking to

maximize their social capital given the changing opportunities, never reaching

equilibrium and thus it might be interesting to identify social capital as it is created,

developed, explored and disappears in specific organizational contexts.

Acknowledging the fleeting nature of social capital, identifying the ability to see

entrepreneurial opportunities in social networks – a property of human capital – is more

important than the current social capital. Thus it can be argued that while social capital

is definitely important for individuals, the ability to maintain and generate social capital

in the future is even more crucial.

9 CONCLUSION

While the importance of social capital as a useful concept in organizational sociology

cannot be challenged, this paper identifies  some crucial issues need to be addressed in

further research in social capital.

First, it is important not to disavow the causality surrounding social capital and to

acknowledge the mutual influence between elements like trust and social capital which

are closely related but in no straight forward or univocal manner. The importance in this

clarification lies in the potential pitfalls in both the creation of measuring scales and the

implications drawn from empirical results. This would enable social capital to develop

into more than just a metaphor between social structure and derived benefits.

Secondly, if social capital is to be an entity in its own right, it should be determined how

to measure social capital. Some researchers have developed tentative proxy measures of

social capital building on some combination of relations, structure and network

properties. However, there does not seem to be a general agreement about whether

social capital could or indeed should be measured.
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Thirdly, the usefulness of the term social capital is dependent on the exploration of the

negative sides of social networks. Using the term social ledger is a useful and

potentially fruitful avenue for further exploration. Bearing in mind that collecting

network data is often a difficult task, the research in negative social relations is likely to

be a daunting empirical task. If friendship relations in a workplace setting are still seen

as somewhat illegitimate, negative relations – while possibly more important for the

workings of the organization – are probably surrounded with a great amount of taboo.

Fourthly, there is still a lot to be explored in the field between social capital of the

individual and organizational social capital. Determining the ownership of social capital

is no straight-forward task, and the theory of organizational or corporate social capital

has not yet provided a clear and meaningful measure. Building on the aforementioned

bias towards exclusively studying positive aspects of social structure, there is no

previous research clearly dwelling on the issue of the optimal level or composition of

social capital of individuals and of organizations, taking into account the possible

negative externalities in one individual’s social relations.

Finally, as a theoretical extension of the research of the causality of social capital, there

is a lack of understanding of how social capital develops over time and whether there is

a gain in taking a life-cycle view of social capital. While the field of social networks has

spawned a number of longitudinal studies at the interpersonal level, e.g. (Morgan, D. L.

et al., 1997; Suitor, J. J. et al., 1997; Ahuja, 2000), this development does not seem to

have spilled into the theories of social capital.

In conclusion, the field of social capital in organizations still needs a consistent and

coordinated research effort in each of the mentioned areas – separately and concurrently

– in order to move beyond structure and metaphor.
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